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The Radio Carolers of Mountain
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Gregory and
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Top Hour will conduct a radio rally Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer have ar
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
at the Tenants Hyrbor Baptist rived home trom the much abused
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. Tlie Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
Church, Thursday April 4 at 7 Southland to find that King Winter
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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special solos. Mr. Perrin's ability healthful complexions that their their annual say-so or not-so. this article, William R. Hoffses. cap
A Knox County man who Ls wintering in Lakeland, Fla.,
as an outstanding preacher and wives have some difficulty in pre Starting off with lively contests in tain of the local Unit, stated that
sends us a copy of the Jacksonville Times-Union with the
according to State and Federal re
Evangelist is indicated in the fact venting them from too much gazing the Selectmen s race, expression ol
request that we republish its leading editorial. appearing under
quirements. more adequate facili
tiiat even alter 12 years of con at the mirror.
the caption "Mayors Want More Money." It appears herewith,
differing views waxed strong and ties must be provided to meet the
stant and aggressive ministry in
Giving Florida the once over they
and will warrant a careful study.
constantly growing needs of the
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ranks,
works projects, told 125 mayors of cities in 13 Southern States,
chosen the principal speaker for an West, back by west coast using Tam schools, and again on roads.
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New England cities in the "All-New Journey ings.
as long as unemployment ls widestiread." He urged, there
opponents were Eino Anderson. 79; ganization or a change in its locale.
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fireproof
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event of unexpected factory shutdowns.
land Fellowship The Church at found to be entertaining more win man was J Dana Knowlton who re
would be erected, the State to pro
By their action the mayors liave voted to continue en
Tenants Harbor is eagerly looking ter visitors than any other time in ceived 124 tallies against George
couragement of tlie spending program. In so doing the y are,
vide a substantial sum to be used
Haskells
59.
Third
position
vote
forward to this great service, and its history. On the street they
presumably, representing the sentiments of the citizens who
In conjunction with the town's ap
cordially invites all who listen to came face to face with Asbury Pit gave John Garnet 95; Lawson
elected them to office. So will the Congressmen when they
propriation. The latter funds, how
Small.
87.
Disputed
passage
also
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answer the demands of the mayors by voting the money re
the Mountain Top Hour to hear man. a brother Rotarlan, who gave
ever, would not be available until
quested. Presumably, both will acquiesce in the present-day
these men in person. All planning them thelr flrst news of the Ma curred on the school committee to
idea of turning to the government when stress bears down on
which offlce Inez Dyer was re-elec June 1941. "Meanwhile" asserted
to attend the rally will be more sonic Temple conflagration.
individuals and communities.
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Curtis, 40; and Emest Brazier. 28.
solution to the economic problems of the world. It may be
made by writing the pastor. Rev. look good to us." said Willis.
To Albert MacPhail were ad the inhabitants wish to subject thelr
an improvement over the Idea that an individual or a com
Newell J. Smith.
I At Plant City the Northerners
munity has some responsibility tn caring for himself or Itself.
dressed the cries of "Mr. Modera Interests In tills structure to the
heard the Oovernor of Florida, and
Perhaps it may be better that the numerous agencies be multi
bureaucratic State and Federal su
Iwere looked over with considerable tor" and a busy man he was
plied in Washington and continued without consideration for
pervision, as would be compulsory".
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a
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possible conclusion of iheir activities, with hundreds of thou
I curiosity when he learned they were
With
the
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think

and “Nays" and "Doubt its". Offi
sands of workers employed on purely unproductive projects,
j from Maine.
and constantly increasing the drain from the energies of those
Floyd Benner, Rockland I Casual conversations in various cers re-elected were; Clerk. Ellena ing individualists, the voters at this
who demand that the program is maintained.
point
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considering
post

Fredette;
tax
oollector
and
treasur

j parts of the State revealed that the
Boy, Sustains Double
Nevertheless, there are phases of the program that should
ponement
of
the
article,
but
the
er, H. S. Montgomery.
not be overlooked, if the American people are to be fair to
third-term idea has much opposi
Fracture of Upper Jaw
Owls Head taxpayers needs must profaction renewed pressure, and
themselves. Already the Government is taking one-flfth ol
tion in Florida.
the wages of the workingman, which means that for support
raise $13380 the coming year to presently was heard the cry, "A
Floyd Benner, son of Mr and
The visitors saw the Boston Bees,
of the spending program the worker must put in 60 days out of
Mrs. Lafayette W Benner of thia Cincinnati Reds. Phillies and De spend for: Common schools. $2,050; vote! Divide the house" (meaning
300 to pay his taxes. This includes tiie little fellow who makes
non-voters
leave
the
floori.
Carry

school
repairs.
$825;
text
books.
city, figured In a very serious troit In action but came home with
his $500. the one who makes $750. and all others in the lower
automobile accident tn Greene last no preconceived ideas as to where $140; school supplies. $150; High ing this motion into effect, the re
brackets.
This state ol affairs is hard on the earner of small wages
School tuition, $1725; current ex sult was a "Yes'' vote of 78; “No”,
Priday. After receiving first aid
the championships will land this
—much harder than on those who earn several thousand dol
pense. $1500; forest flre hand tools, 40;—or an acceptance of the recom
in a doctor's office he was taken to season.
lars a year. ‘It is tough on the man who earns $1000 a year,
$25; public health nursing. $44; re mendation that “the Selectmen be
the Augusta Hospital. He desired
for example, fo turn $200 of it back to the Government for
On the homeward trek the Rock
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to
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notes
for
$10.pair
road
to
Foster
Farm,
$50;
care
to be taken to hls own home, but
spending, instead of enjoying that privilege himself. But that
land quartet visited many places of
is exactly what ts required now. Every' year the program of
of poor. $2,000; aid to dependent 000, not exceeding 3 percent inter
was told that he must stay over
Interest, among them Stone Moun
spending ts continued, the "take" by the Government will be
children. $1,400; lights. $396; im est, to be Used with such funds as
night for a check-up
tain, the 'Smokes", the Civil War
increased.
As the tesult of x-rays taken
prove lot at intersection of Crescent are available from the State, or
The popular present-day idea is that the more a man
battlefields of Gettysburg and
Sunday lt was found that hls upper
Beach and Ash Point roads. $100; from other sources, towards the
spends the better off he is. This is one of the most destruc
Petersburg and the Revolutionary
jaw was fractured on both sides.
tive fallacies any group of public leaders ever tried to foist
maintenance third class roads, $150 construction of an armory, and that
battlefields of Jamestown. York
upon a people. The foolishness of it is shown by its applica
He will probably be confined to
State Aid road construction. $800; the moderator appoint a committee
town and Williamsburg.
tion fo individuals and fo families. The average family head
the hospital for some time.
tar road from Jameson's store to of three to make suitable arrange
knows that he canont spend indefinitely more than he makes
Two and one-half days were
ments
with
the
State
for
location
Bennq." was returning from a
end of town road. $100; tar Ocean
—making no effort fo live within hls income—without disaster.
spent ln Washington, where the
business trip to Lewiston in a Cen
avenue. $50; officers' salaries. $775; and construction". The moderator
The same rule applies fo the Government. There are now
visitors
were
handicapped
somewhat
close fo 34300,000 families in the United States, and when the
appointed as committee the select
tral Maine Power Company's car,
roads and bridges. $1,000.
ln their sightseeing by the difficulty
Federal Government announces that it owes—as it did Feb.
driven by a Mr Chase
Voted: To establish a school for men, Alfred M. Strout. Robert H.
i tn finding parking places.
29—$42,365353.180— it means that these famiUes owe that sum,
Rounding a curve ln Greene they
the seventh and eighth grades ln Libby and Rodney E. Jordan.
or approximately $1249 per family.
A detour of about 50 miles was
were in a head-on collision with
Election
of
officers
was
a
staid
the Town hall; to install light at
In reply fo this reasoning the Government spenders say
another car, and a few minutes made In a vain effort to locate Pat first curve leading from Maloney's and simple procedure, as the parties
that the people owe the money fo themselves. Therefore, they
rick
Henry's
house.
Mr
Gregoryare none the worse off. Nevertheless, they will be required fo
later a third car, coming from, an
corner to South Thomaston; and and candidates ironed out differ
pay it. And every time Congress appropriates another billion
other direction, crashed into them died hard on this proposition, but light on road leading from Jame ences in a previous citizens' caucus
dollars it adds fo the increasing family debt That is what the
Mr. Benner's face was cut in five when he was met ln one doorway son's store to turn leading to Ban and presented a united front on
mayors are asking Congress fo do.
places when his glasses were by a stern faced woman and two croft School; accept 400 feet road the ballot.
Veteran moderator.
Admittedly the needy unemployed should have a chance
to work and make a living, but is a continuation of the spend
broken, as he was thrown from ugly bloodhounds he concluded to from road leading to Crescent Beach Richard O. Elliot, again trod the
give up the quest. The woman had
ing program the best way fo provide such work? Let every
the automobile
platform where hls unfailing pa
towards Crescent Beach Inn.
man pause and find his own answer. Il he is familiar with
T7ie car ln which Mr Benner never heard of Patrick.
tience,
good
humor
and
regard
for
Ar a WP.A. Project a road will
what Is going on. that answer will be negative.
The Rockland tourists traveled
was riding was completely de
be constructed from the main high order have stood him in good stead
j
7.000
miles
with
nary
a
mishap.
molished.
way to Ocean street, thence to through more than a score of years
| There was only one rainy day and
Crescent Beach, thus affording a in civic clash and climax. On the
THE DAY OF FINE FEATHERS
j
none
of
the
frigid
weather
which
Blue Bonnet Troop of Girl Scouts
good road through Hendrickson's board of selectmen, Alfred M.
!
had
predominated
in
the
South
will go in a body Monday night to
Reading the daily newspapers Monday morning one
Point to Crescent Beach, the land Strout replaced Fred H. Fernald;
see the cinema "Young Tliomas ! prior to their visit.
might well be impressed with the notion that Easter was a
from Ocean street to Wall street to clerk, Enoch M. Clark; assessor.
Mr. Ayer's wanderings for the
Edison." The troop is also plan
fashion parade instead of a sacred anniversary The Easter
be deeded to the town by Dudley Donald P. Whitney; treasurer. Miss
ning a pilgrimage to Portland to next month will be decidedly prosaic M. Holman.
parade has long been an established feature, although lt Is ex
Frances A. Shaw; overseer of poor.
attend the State convention April He la a newly elected assessor and
tremely doubtful if it would have attained lte present develop
Quitting time was called at 4 Mrs. Lucy M. Spear, succeeding
will do Rockland with his compa
20.
ment and distinction were lt not for the omnipresent news
George
E.
Gillchrest;
school
com

o'clock and though the acting offi
triots.
paper men and the ubiquitous camera men. Even the radio
cials were slightly dizzy they cheer mittee. Dr. B. H. Keller. Voting was
The mariners compart was known
broadcasts are invoked that the wearers of humble garb, or
fully charged lt up to good govern light, only 162 ballots being cast.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
to thme Chinese in 1115 B C.
even homespun, may evision the sartorial splendor which
Slightly
lower
than
those
of
last
ment. representative action and the
parades Fifth Avenue or even Beacon or Congress streets.
sturdy Yankee principle of self-de year. $69 96837, the appropriations
This splendor did not extend fo Main street Rockland, owing
amounting to $60,790.65 followed
termination.
fo the unseasonal weather. Red flannels would have been
very closely the recommendations
• • • •
much
more fitting for the occasion.
THOMASTON
of the budget committee. The only
But there were other things fo mark the anniversary
noticeable
exception
was
the
rais

Scarcely a ripple of dissent ruffled
besides parades. Thkre were thoughtful sermons in which the
the smooth sailing of Thomastons ing of $300 for repairs to the Branch
I)ANTING 9.00 TO 1.0(1
story of the Resurrection was fold anew, there was music
town meeting yesterday till the Brook road, this action overriding
which gave the services additional impressiveness, and there
bombshell "New Armory?" exploded the officially suggested “Pass over".
COMMUNITY BUILDING
were fresh spring flowers fo lend their charm. No, Easter
in the thick of heated opinion. Other sums were alloted to these
was not merely a day in which fo flaunt new finery before
Inasmuch as a proposed new home channels: Salaries ol officers, $2.admiring eyes.
for Battery F, CAC would entail 819.04; Increase salaries of select
o
o
o
an ultimate expenditure of $10,000 men from $100 to $200. (each); in
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
AUSPICES KIWANIS CLUB
KICKAPOO OBLIGED TO QUIT
from the municipal coffers, certain crease of flre chief s salary from $75
of the citizens were concerned as to
(Continued on Page Six)
Befooled info thinking that spring was Just around the
corner, upriver folks invoked the services of the ice-breaker
Kickapoo last week and foresaw the early restoration of
navigation on the Penobscot River They reckoned without
the unexpected frigid spell, however, and the task was aband
oned Saturday when 22 inch ice was encountered and new Ice
formed as rapidly as a channel was cut. The Kickapoo.
whose services have been greatly appreciated since she began
basing at this port, will renew her attack upon the Penobscot
ice field as soon as conditions are favorable.

To Be Held At Tenant’s
Harbor Baptist Church
Night of April 4

Tuesday
Issui

The Black Cat

And Town Meeting Season—Thomaston’s
Cut and Dried Election—Lively Contests
At Owl’s Head

WORTH READING

In Bad Accident

TONICHT-EASTER BAU
FENTON BROTHERS

ROCKLAND'S OWN CARNIVAL
THURSDAY-FRIDAY, APRIL 4-5
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND

BEANO-MIDWAYFUN-GAMES
EVERY CENT TO BUY AN INHALATOR-RESUSCITATOR
The Greatest Joyfest in Year*—Record Smashing Door Prizes—Beano Prizes Best Ever—Prizes May Be
Earned By Winning At All Gaines—Save All Your Winner’s Coupons and Get a Major Prize.

THIS WILL BE THE TOPS IN ENTERTAINMENT AND GENUINE FUN FOR THE DECADE

WILL MISS THESE BOYS

Maine loses two of her CCC camps—one at North Whitefield and one at Southwest Harbor, and those communities
will be duly lonesome. The boys have done much valuable
work in those localities and their departure Is generally
regretted.
O---------O------------ 0

STAYING IN EUROPE

According to the State Department 63.000 Americans are
still making their homes in Europe despite the distinctly un-‘
favorable and even perilous conditions. This is a reduction of
about 20.000 in the last year. Whether the balance is remain
ing there through indifference or inability to transfer their
residence can only be guessed. Being a European, even by
adoption, in these times, Ls not all that it is cracked up to be.
At St. Bernard's Oatholic Church
Easter Sunday Miss Lotte Mc
Laughlin's solo was the beautiful
'Salve Regina" toy Horatio W.
Parker which was sung at the of
fertory.

At the American Legion meeting
Thursday night talking pictures
will be shown by the Dodge Corpora
tion under the sponsorship of Dyer's
Oarage One of those popular quiz
programs will be presented.

(By The Roving Reporter)

“I was much interested in your
items about the habits ol humming
birds", writes Lettie R Collamore.
"and think I will have to add my
bit. I live on Friendship, Long
Island and last summer a pair ol
humming birds used my aerial wire
for a resting place. Sometimes they
sat on it for 15 or 20 minutes at a
time. One of them liked the'wire
fence around my flower bed very
much and often perched on It to
rest. One day he made a mistake
and lit on my shoulder, but he did
not stop there many seconds. They
also often Ut in the big lilac bush.
So I think they like other perches
as well as the dead branches your
flrst correspondent mentioned."

My uttention to Sunday night's
wonderful display of Northern Lights
was called by several friends, over
the phone, but it remained for Har
old W. Look to call for me ln his car
and take me fo tlie top of Middle
street hill where the celestial pano
rama could be seen at its best.
Harold and I recalled a display
many years ago when the sky was
completely covered with red, green
and yellow streamers.

The educational campaign to be
used by the Ontario (Canada)
Temperance Federation will con
tain one feature which does not
promise too well for the camera man.
It is proposed to take flashlight
pictures of drunkenness scenes in
barrooms.
-<$Dr. V. L. Henkin. a Russian ex
perimental clinic professor, re
ports completion ol the flrst suc
cessful operation rejoining an am
putated leg to the body of a dog.
He said that two months after the
operation the dog's leg regained its
sensitivity and motor capacity.
Now the dog runs and jumps, he
said.

Theodore Caddy uneaillied from
tlie St. George flats yesterday a
clam which weighed one pound and
seven ounces on The Courier-Ga
zette's certified scales. The bivalve
is known as a hen clam. Theodore
dug industriously to locate any
roaster or chicks, and then sent his
unusual lind fo this office for The
Black Cat's inspection.

Rockland is still laughing over
the Lions making Mae West City
Fire Chief. No notice has been re
ceived of her acceptance.—Lewiston
Journal. But perhaps she will come
up and see us some time.

At thc Post Offlce the other day
was received a post card which bore
as its only address a pen and ink
I sketch of a black cat and the words
"Rockland, iialne". And you can
just bet that our letter handlers
knpw where fo send It. The card
was from Mr and Mrs. E. H. (Phil
brick who are wintering In 8t.
Petersburg, Fla. Wonder lf Mr.
Philbrick took part in that tug of
war depicted on that souvenir card.

I note that Levi T. Patterson of
Freeport wants to serve again in
the State Legislature. It was a
good many years ago that Patterson
was pitching for the Rockland
Mrs. A. J. Clark of Union writes
baseball team, but the old Rcck
land fans have never forgotten thus regarding Teakettle Hill: Tt is
him.
in the rear of the Littlefield Me
morial Church. It Is said that many
Orange blossoms picked In Fruit years ago, a woman, name now un
land Park, Fla., last Thursday known fo writer, emptied a teakettle
morning reached The Black Cat ol hot water on some other person,
Saturday afternoon in surprisingly thus giving the vicinity a local
fresh condition, although contained name My grandfather, the late
in an envelope. They were sent by Sylvanus Holden afterward renamed
my friend ot many years' standing the locality Bay View Square. La
—Frank H. Whitney, a former Main ter another name has been used.
street fruit and confectionary deal Rocky Hill avenue. But fo the
er. I would like nothing better old timers it will always be Teakettle
than fo accept the Invitation to visit hill. Several short streets approach
his Florida home, but the Interven lt from Camden street, one being
ing distance is a little beyond the Adams street. Lester Merrill of
Roving Reporter s roving capacity. South Hope was bom in the house
now occupied by Arthur W. Oray,
Department Commander
Lew my cousin. John Watte. Rockland
Fortier of the American Legion re barber, now lives ln the house there
cently underwent an operation at in which I was bom. He married
the Veterans’ Hospital In Togus and iny cousin, Myra Oray. The Grays
Is recuperating there. Legionnaires are also grandchildren of the late
are asked lo drop a line of greeting Sylvanus Holden. Lester Merrill Is
to him at the Togus hospital.
a grandnephew.

FISHERMANS BODY EOIIND
The body of Leander M Cashman
Friendship lobster fisherman, who
had been missing two weeks, was
found yesterday on the back side
of Long Island, Friendship by
Rossi Simmons and his brother
Carl, wlio were walking along the
shore. Medical Examiner H. J.
Weisman was notified, and after
viewing the remains rendered a ver
dict of "death by accidental drown
ing." The body was taken in charge
by the Davis undertakers at Thom
aston. Funeral arrangements had
not been completed when this pa
per went fo press.
Mr. Cushman was born on Long
Island, Friendship, Aug. 28. 1883,
and had spent his life in that com
munity, with lobster fishing as his
vocation.
He was rowing from the village to
his lsland home when the tragedy

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary,
USW.V., will meet Wednesday
night. Supper served at 6 o'clock
with John Ranlett as chuirman.

RUBINSTEIN CLUB PRESENTS
SPRING CONCERT
with

Helen May Spear, Guest Artist
Congregational Church
Friday, March 29—8.15 P. M.

occurred and Is believed to lu
fallen from hls dory.
He ls survived by hls wife (Fl<
B. Morse) two sons, Raymond a
Kenneth; and one daughter Janl
also by two sisters, Mrs. Helen Si
mons of Friendship and Mrs. lw
dred Poland of Bristol, Conn., a
two brothers, Frank A. Cushman
Thomaston and Charles Cushjr
of Port Clyde.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live anln I
would have made a rule to read aome
poetry and listen to eome music at
least once a week. The lose of these
tastes la a loae of happlneaa.—Charlea
Darwin
"GOD'S DARK"
"The Dark la kind and cosy.
The Dark ta soft and deep:
The Dark will pat niy pillow
And love me as I sleep
"The Dark 1s smooth as velvet.
And gentle as the alr.
And he Is good to children
And people everywhere

"The Dark can see and love tne
Without a bit of light
He gives me dreams and resting;
He brings the gentle Night.

"Ood made thc Dark, so Daytime
Could dose Its tired eyes
And sleep awhile Ln comfort
Beneath the starry skies.
"The Daytime, Just like children,
Needs rest from work and play.
So It can give us children
Another happy day

"Ood make the Dark for children
And birdies 111 thelr nest
All in the Dark. He watches
And guards ua while we rest."

—By John Martin

Every-Other-Day
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tlie highest po.fsible in one box.
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him very much. They had two
Only 15 balls were rolled ln this 4
Former Star Alley Re
5
20
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Snug Harbor Supt. Gives children Sylvan and Phillis, and
string.
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6
porter
Tells
of
Feat
By
By
the
Pupils
Capt.
Gregory"
called
them
Gold
and
Story
From
First
Hand
Be perfect, be of good comfort,
The lowest possible is 12 balls, 7
20
—159
Silver, and thc children thought
Lynn Candlepinist
Information
bc of one mind, live in peace;
which would make a string of 300, 8
—179
20
lots
of
him.
ind the Ood of love and peace
thc highest possible string
Preliminaries for Spear Speak grapher in the office this week, and Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
—
198
19
Boston,
March
22.
•
9
Before Capt. Gregory died he beThere were flve straight 20 boxes 10
•hall be with you —2 Cor. 13: 11. ing Contest took place in the li Barbara Murray has assisted with
—216
18
Bowlers
of
Knox
County:
Capt. Hanson Oregory joined the came a strong Spiritualist, and he
in a row. in thc third, fourth, fifth,
brary Wednesday afternoon with the clerical work. Office boys were
R. Larrabee.
Possibly I am a little late, but I sixth and seventh.
Franklin Call, Arnold Fernald. Sailors Snug Harbor, of Quincv. "as happy <V> he said tlie spirits of
these speakers:
Ex-Star Alley Reporter.
Tlse lowest total in one box was
•'The Unknown Soldier," Robert Charles Fernald, Linwood Harmon Mass. Sept. 30. 1915 at the age of the departed ones were alWays *lth guess the followers of the old canStanley
McCurdy.
WUliam
33.
and
died
here
June
13.
1921,
and
1Ul
"
o
IPn
„
rlpr
u
the
last, which liad only 18
dlepine
will
get
a
kick
out
of
this
Chisholm.
I A th
n
1
'Courier
Tho highest total was file second
"The Supreme Menace," Ernest Herbert Hillgrove, and Donald Kairecord string I am sending you, for
loc!i
jls buried in our cemetery.
j rather fictitious it lias caused me
box. when the triple strike made a
Ben Ames Williams' latest novel Dondis.
their information.
....
Capt.
Gregory
told
me
about
the
to write you these few little facts
box of 30. the highest possible In a
Park Theatre Makes
"The
Crimson
Rambler,"
Miriam
While
visiting
in
Lynn
last
week,
from the Publishers Houghton-Mif
that I know about him.
A movie. "American Airplanes" j hole in the doughnut,
I dropped into the Annex Alleys and box.
Dorman.
Three Presentations
flin, Boston.
—Capt. D. W. Hoffses, Superin- copied down, box for box, thc high
If you will take notice of tlie ninth
was shown before classes of Miss He said one day as a small boy
"Daddy Doc." Ruth Graves.
Daily For Entire Week
On the inside of the slip cover I
deRochemont. Mr. Bowden, and he was watching his mother fry tendent of Sailors Snug Harbor.
"Apple Blossoms," Carol Hall.
est string that has ever been rolled box, you will see where it reads,
[Tlie story which appeared in in the world, in candlcpins.
ninth box. 19 spares, 198 total, a lot
doughnuts, and she was complain
find the following: "Tills novel is
The year’s most celebrated motion
"A Willing Worker," Margaret Mr. Topping tills week.
ing that she could not get them Thursdays Courier-Gazette, reThis string was rolled at the An of nines.
something new in our fiction, a Havener.
picture "Oone With the Wind"
For some of the bowlers who roil
Aftcr Nancy Howard liad con- done in the middle, so he says. Ma leased at the same time to all otlier 1 nex Alleys, Lynn, Mass., Oct. 10
"Ashes cf Roses," Barbara Lamb
long, rich, and completely real
opened Sunday with appropriately
"A Challenge to the American ducted opening exercises and Mr. why don’t you put a hole In the ' newspapers in this section of thc 1934. by parry Cole, one of Lynn's dots or nines, a game that counts
story of the past; of ordinary peo
blustering weather. The feature
nine
pins
or
dver,
as
a
dot
or
nine.
Blaisdell
had
given
his
announcemiddle
and
she
did
and
was
very
1
country,
came
from
a
publicity
as-,
and New England's best bowlers, of
Woman," Barbara Lassell.
ple living lives that seemed ordi
Look closet' and you will see will remain all week at Park 'The
"Brother at the Picture Show. ments at the assembly Tuesday much pleased wtth the result, so; sociation which is seeking to im- j years gene by.
nary to them, extraordinary to us. Gerald.ne Norton.
morning, tlie debating teams took I guess Capt. Oregory as a small mortalize tlie incident. Tlie orig
This string is really something to where there are 22 dots ln this atre, the concluding performance
I over the program. With Freest boy. invented thc hole in the dough inal story of Capt. Gregory and look at, box for bcx. and it will give string. P. S Would like to have being presented Saturday night,
This is an historical and convincing
novel within our own territory, the
Dondis and June Chatto arguing nut. He might have given others the hole in the doughnut appeared tlie boys who fellow the skiir.iv lhat string some Saturday night at March 30.
Por public convenience three
focal point being Union—or what it
tor thc negative and Dorothy Peter a different version but as he told in Tlie Courier-Gazetle many years sticks, something to figure cut, as the Star Alievs, with all the boys >n
shows are presented each day, 10
was then called Sterling town. The
son and Lillian Savage upholding me this when he first joined the ago. We arc indebted to Capt. to how eacli spare and strike was the game.
Hcplng tlie bowlers will like io a m.; 2 p m and an evening show
time 1776—with the Oeorges River
the affirmative, the debate was a Harbor, when his mind was bright Hoffses for putting the story back made and how many balls were
thrown, to amass this world record see this string, just as it was rolled. at 7.30. Under this plan a person
in its proper channel —Ed.)
very interesting one. The subject and clear I believe it is true.
the waterway of importance and
I am going to close with best wishes may enter Park Theatre any time
total of 216.
was: Resolved: That the Federal
nucleus of thelr settlement and ,
During the time Capt. Gregory
up to 2.05 in the afternoon and sec
to all hands.
In
this
string
there
was
five
spares
Government
should
own
and
oper

Mrs.
John
O
Stevens..
Mrs
Philip
source of supply head.
One mere interesting fact about the complete show. Tlie 7 30 show
ate the railroads. Lucille Stanley
Howard, and Mrs. Mona McIntosh and flve strikes made Out of the
The historical data was taken
is, of course, complete. Seats are
was chairman —Robert Brown.
from Sibleys History of Union.
motored to Portland yesterday, ten boxes, there was six boxes ln Hurry Cole, the worid record three
checked and there are plenty of
• • • •
Eaton's annals of Warren and his
where they called upon Mrs. Oga- whicli a total of 20 was made. A string total .cffinal. is his also 435.
His tliree strings for this record seats available at all performances.
strike or spare was made in cvery
Ervin Haskell has been substitut
history of Thomaston, and from
rita Rugg.
were 109. 169. 166. for total of 435
This is the original presentation of
box.
ing
for
Oliver
W.
Holmes
who
is
ill
Williamson's History of Maine and
Here is Uiat 216 string:
the great feature, exactly as shown
In this string, the bowlers' dream
this week.
Williamson's Belfast. Also from
in
stion
1
- 20 in Its famed Atlanta premiere.
• • ft •
of
threc
strikes
in
a
row
was
made,
diaries and letters and from early
At the fortnightly faculty meet
„ , „ md Os. Dore Prem it
histories of towns along the Ken
If the flnt tW» of thia pleasant tasttnf little
ing Monday Principal Blaisdell
black tablet doesn't bring you tha ftstaat and nioet
nebec and the Atlantic seaboard
romulata relief you ha*« etperienfel send bottl*
I
told
very
interestingly
of
his
reback to ua and pat POCRIX MUNKT RACK Thia
of Boothbay.
Rail-ana tablet halpa tha atomarh tflgeat foM.
! cent trip to St. Louis. The re
aakaa tha avaaa cwrh fluids bannlaat and lata
The names used are all authen
F tl Mt 'he n^urlahlnt foods you need For hear*bttm. atrk headache and upsets ao often caused by
mainder
of
the
hour
was
spent
tic and the majority of incidents
etreee a'omerb fluids making rm FmI sour and
etat aU o’er—JT1T ONK DOSR of Bell aoa proem
' working cn a survey evaluating
related through the book are from
«;eedy reUef. 2*
this school.
actual happenings.
By R. F. W.
Williams has told thc story of
The Junior Higli assembly on
life in the raw—and pretty raw
Wednesday consisted of a mov’ng League Standing
much of it, not with any of the low.
W L. PC.
The last speaker. Miss Norton. picture "Flagships of the Air."
sordid blasphemy and sacrilegious . was chosen by the judges to repre
18 2 .900
Miss Nlchalc’ room had charge of High School ..............
manner of "Grapes of Wrath." but
Ujls
________ 9 6 .600
this program, wltli Adelma Smailey McKinney
In the direct sequences of these un- Ccmt<st <0
he,d m lhu audl.
exercises Thomaston .................... 8 7 .533
conducting
devotional
cultured lives and conditions of the torium, April 5.
9 11 .450
and Bet’y Holmes acting as punist McRae ..................
day. They were the pioneer found
• • • •
Sylvester .......... ............. 8 12 .400
ers; steadfast in their desire to
Soft-bail for girls has been in Soule
Thc Junior High girls have been
3 17 .150
carve out of these dense forests cooking foods for breakfast and troduced th's year a- •> part of the
homes for themselves and thelr are now going on to jfoods for major sports program. The first
Only flve weeks remain in the
families.
luncheon in their Home Economics practice Tuesday showed much en schedule, the season ending April
When rough-house and primitive COUrse
thusiasm among the girls. Pians 29. A postponed match between
customs were rampant, it was alare being made to piay several out McKinney's and Thomaston s teams
ways brought to focas by rum and
jjiss Beatrice Coney, acting side schools.
has yet to be rolled off. A banquet
drinking bouts, following mostly the state supervisor of Home Ecowill be held In May. and members
Pupils having activity tickets of the committee on arrangements
trends and customs of the times ticmics Education, visited the Home
The story is built around the fam- Economics Department Wednesday. were given thc privilege of seeing are Miss Virginia Willis. Mrs. Alice
a good movie, "The Last Outpost," Soule. Mrs. Nina McKinney. Mrs.
Ily of Phillip Robins and his ener• • • •
getic and resourceful, kind-hearted
Third quarterly exams will be ! Thursday after school.
Margaret Lakeman, Miss Mary Syl
ED BREAST
primitive, coarse-graifced wife— given this week. Juniors and ,
vester. Mrs. Athleen McRae and
whose love and devotion to her hus- seniors having an 85 average In any
Alice Do'.liam. Freshman, secured
I Miss Ruth Ward.
.ALMON
band and family is pronounced and subject for the year are exempt
helpful pamphlets. "Informa
• • • •
tion
abcut
the
United
States
Postal
takes away somewhat the resentful from exams in that subject.
Results of last weeks matches:
Did you ever look at a man try
Savings System," and "United High School (Sl
1
TALI
feeling toward her grossness. Philip
2 CANS
Mrs
Clara
Kelsey
substituted
in
SUNSHINE ORANGE JUICE
States
Savings
Bonds"
from
the
is one of the strongest characters
ing on hats?
90 86 75—251
Gross ......
I Post Office this week to help in the
drawn, and his daughter Mima, Junior High Priday.
87 79 78—244
'study of savings, in thc Junior E Willis
2can’25<
SILVER SLICE GRAPEFRUIT
around whose life the novel centers,
Gamage
88 96 90-274
If the mouth lines arc down . . .
In tlie Statewide contests of tlie j Business Training classes
takes her strength from both, but
95 86 94—275
V. Willis ..
Bates College Debating League the :
2 cans' 19c
so's the style. If you see grin
shows most hcr father's nature. Rockland High School negative ] The target in tlie typewriting! Ward .
86 92 122—300
STOKELY FRUIT for SALAD
Staunch, sweet, determined and team, composed of Ernest Dondis room shows 65 words a minute, i
440 (39 459-1344
lines .. . ycu see a sale in process
brave, onc man, Joel Adams, wins and June chaWo priday went Maxine Perry; 50 words, Herbert McRae's (01
COLONIAL
84 78 81—243
her love without hls knowledge and t0 port;and t0 match their wits Ooodwin; 45 words, Eloise Law. j McRae
LGE
FANCY
of being made.
MOLASSES BAR8ADOS
85 70 75—230
lt takes half of the book telling of aga^t the best of that school, and Ernest Dondis; 40 words, Mary Bird
CAN 23<
WHITE HOUSE
Estes ........ ......... . 81 73 80—234
We note that the men in front of
McLoon ....
91 89 78—258
DOMINO—CONFECTIONER Y
1 LB
Prescott ....
. 83 85 87—255
our spring hat mirrors all look
SUGAR
PKGS 15c
opment of high-hearted love and negative debaters in the high words, Veronia Murphy, William
424 395 401-1220
1 LB ECONOMY PKG
• • • •
family life, filled with drama and school auditorium, Mr. Bowden Bums. Madeline Hurd. Carl Rogers
as though they’d jusl been talk
sorrow and fidelity.
LIBBY'S
was chairman of the debate here. I Virginia Bowley, Evelyn Oray, Thomaston Hl >
10e
89 72 81 -242
ing with Horace lleidt . . . Hie
Thc strength of these families The teams have been working hard. Robert Brown: 25 words, Dorotiiy | Doherty
^°*,erty
DEVILED MEAT
CANS 15c
Lakeman
. 74 63 84—221
faith in thc future of America, and are ably coached by Mrs. Melvin, Martha Seavey,
chap who calls the telephone
80 85 84 - 249
even through these times of war Crosby Ludwick Several practice Jordan, Janet Shannon, Betty O. Feyler .
Kelley
86
79
87
—
252
and “Lobster coats" on every hand, debates have been held, one at Clough, Dorothy
'/« LB
number on thc Pot of Gold pro
DURHAM’S SHREDDED (OCOAHUT
PKGS 19c
...
.. 73 79 88—240
famine drouth, hardships no end. Bucksport, one at Waldoboro, and Huntley. Virginia Haskell, Marion,*R1 Feyler ...............
395 395 424-1214
convince one of the debt we owe to one between thc two local teams Curtis, James Thomas. Mary Cross.
gram.
HATIOH-WIDE PURE VAHILLA er LEMON
'£5 21c
the builders of our nation. This in assemebiy Tuesday morning, Dorothy Kennedy, Aggie Copeland, Soule ill
1
Savitt .....
80 82 71 233
story is an example of that faith. The question this year is; Resolved: Ear! Lymburner
tall
e e e e
SPRING HATS
Sleeper
69 86 88—243
and will live as an historical nar- j That the Federal Government
' CANS
EVAPORATED MILK nation-wide
Quint .....
69 87 92_ 248
rative of importance, even though should own and operate the rail$1.95
•
we might wish much detail of Inti- ' roads. There are many good points at 7 p. m.. and we piayed games Soule
80 63 75—238
SPLENDID
mate conversation could have been on both sides of tiiis question, and for half an hour with Malcolm Kent ... .
.. 74 c,3 87 244
$2.95
'Sunshine'
LARGE A O
Ingraham
in
charge.
This
was
the teams made full use of their
eliminated.
MINCEMEAT
K. S. F.
372 421 413-1206
CAN
• e • •
IIPM.EO
opportunities in the assembly de followed by tlie Patrol Meeting and
$4.00
McKinney 4)
bate.—Robert Brown.
THREE CROW
j
• e • e
$5.00
Egan ......
90 85 88—264
1 LB
•BlABPAtT
1 Allen . .
PEARL BARLEY
Result of the debate held in
PKG
.. 92 76 74—242
$6.00
. 78 86 80_ 244
Is Borrowed From Wal Rockland High School Friday: bert Rector, Richard Simmons, 1 McIntosh
and
Robert
Sprowl
were
madi
South
Portland
Highs
affimative
GOLDEN HARVEST
McKinney
.
92
81
94
—
267
doboro By Muster En
team won a two to one decision. Ed Scouts of Trcop 203. We had Crouse
87
71
35
—
243
thusiasts In Bath
?A&1
JELLIES ASSORTED
win C. Burt of the winning team Scout Oath and Law and the
439 399 422-1260
Lloyd Sylvester (1)
The 111-year-old handtub Medo was adjudged bert speaker. Other meeting was adjourned.
mak, loaned by the town of Waldo Portland speakers were Charles Daniels from the Rotary Club was D. Richardson ... 76 73 106-225
boro, will bc operated in musters Charon and Mary Hasty, alternate a guest of this meeting.—Charles Bradburv
2 ro> 25c
83 89 73_ °4<5
SOLAR BULBS 1J-15-40-50-60-75-100 Woh
next summer by a group of Batli Judges were Milford Payson. Cam Seaman, Troop Scribe.
TEL. 291
M. Richardson
76 88 83- 247
NEW ENGLAND STYLE
men who are organizing as Medo den, Principal Cunningham of
Sylvester
... 92 87 76-255
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
The
National
Guard
drill
will
bc
2 CANS 27c
mak Hand Engine Company.
FRIEND'S wSu BEANS
Rockport and Edward Palmer of
Whitten
. 88 84 71 243
A second class tub built by thc Bowdoin College. Raymond Bowden held Friday night instead of Tues
415 421 409-1245
day night, this week.
Hunncmans in 1829 and a veteran of was chairman.
Hi 19c 51c
CRISCO
'
------------------one of Bostons worst fires, the Me
In the Portland debate. Portland
domak has become located in Bath won a unanimous decision over
through the efforts of Chester W. Rockland High School. Robert Don
McCabe. Jr., president of the Maine ovan of the winning team was ad
State Hand Engine League, and judged the best speaker. Judges
treasurer of the Sagadahoc Veteran were Miss Ruth E. Williams of
I 1936 Ford 5-Paw. Convertible 1 1939 Chevrolet. 137 in. W. B.,
PATEN! SPRING
OUR LEADER
Sedan, Radio, Heater, etc.
Firemen's Association of Bath; Al Deering High School, debating
Chassis and Cab
... To Pay Old BiHs
MOP
HANDLES
EACH
10c
ill
BROOMS (ALL CORN)
39c
1 1939 Ford. 157 in. W. B„
phonso D Cookson, foreman of the
1 1939 Lincoln-Zephyr Sedan,
coach, Mrs. Olive Chase O'Brien, —quickly privately, without embarrass
Chassis
and
Cab
with
radio,
heater.
Likr
nrw.
ment
No
,
co
signers
necessary
No
Sagadahoc crew; Donald Duncan.
former instructor in public speaking wage assignment. Employer or friends
3 1838 Ford 157 in. W. B..
1 1938 Ford Fordor Sedan.
Jr., and Frank Brown of West Bath,
AERO-FLOOR
NATION-WIDE—THE BEST
and Frederick S. Sturgis of the Pea not notified
PINT
1
1938
lord
Tudor
Sedan
PICK YOl’R IIWN PAYMENTS
and they have admitted J. F. Wil
4
1938
Ford.
134
in.
IV.
B.
body Law School.
25c
WAX
NO RUBBING
MOP
HEADS
CAN
1
1938
Ford
Station
Wagon
liams oi Woolwich, and Floyd Smith
Chassis
and
Cab
* e e e
Cash
Monthly payment. Including
to
ALL charges for:
1 1938 Ford Coupe, very small 1 1938 Chevrolet, 131 in. W. B„
of Bath, to the charter group anti
A special assembly was presented You
5 mos.
12 mos.
20 mos
Chassis and Cab
mileage
SPLENDID—AMMONIA or
expect to have a husky crew man to Juniors and Seniors in tlie au
1 1937 Ford Coupe, 21,(Mio miles 2 1937 Chevrolet. 157 in. W. B..
RINSO 2XI7c 2»%41c
$1002
«5 02
tlie brakes of thc old Medomak this ditorium Mcnday afternoon. The S50
BLEACH WATER
Chassis and Cab
1 1939 Ford
Ton, 95 H. P.
2 BOTS
c
100
21
10 05
(fi 72
150
32 75
15 07
10 08
coming season.
3 1937 Fords. 131 Inch W. B.,
Motor, with 2’i yard Ilyd.
speaker was Mr. Robinson, voca 200
43 01
20 10
13 40
Chassis and Cab
Dump Body
Acquisition of the Medomak makes tional advisor for the National 300
65 22
29 90
IDEAL—(50 FOOT)
1990
2 1938 Ford ’i Ton Panels
3 1937 Ford. 157 inch TV. B,
TOILET
Bath the h3nd tub center of Maine Youth Administration ln Maine.
4 BARS 25c
If you can afford the small repayments
Chassis and Cab
1
1939
Ford
Tonncr,
Stake
CLOTHESLINES
23c
LUX SOAP
as local firemen have for many He spoke of the opportunities for shown above you should not hesitate
1
1938
Ford
1
i
Ton
Pickup
Bodv;
39,000
miles.
to
write
or
phone
us
tor
a
loan
at
once.
years actively sponsored the first.I you,h today, and the training and
1 1939 Ford Onc Tonncr. Chassis 1 1938 Ford ' j Ton Pickup
FOR HANDS
Ask for Mr. Rteliy
JO MULE TEAM
class tubs Sagadahoc and 8enator qualifications necessary for success.
1 1935 Ford !i Ton Pickup
and Cab
CAN 15<
PKG 15c - BORAXO
Baxter, and the second class Ken He showed some very interesting
PERSONAL
BORAX
Also lower priced *i Ton Plekups and Panrls and 1'- Ton in 131
nebec. Before the season opens the charts depicting how one might
and 157 inch Wheelbase, with Stake and Dump Bodies
FINANCE CO.
Medomak will be put in first class "break into” a business and then 2nd Floor
And lower priced passenger cars always on hand
Kresge Btdg
Room 201
shape and painted.
241 Water Street
advance in it. A copy of onc of
NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
Tel. 1155
Augusta, Me.
these charts will bc sent to thc
Small
Loan
Statute
License
No.
1
England's Bristol Blenheim ls re school.—Robert Brown.
Charges 3% on unpaid Monthly Balance
WALDOBORO, TEL. 61
ROC KLAND, TEL. 475
up to C“
ported to be the best bomber in
37-lt
above.
the present European war.
Helen Carnes has been steno-
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The Highest String

The Doughnut Hole

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

Come Spring

‘Gone WithThe Wind’

Community
Bowling League

J?J9E

SHOP

It’saH in thc way you

hold your mouth

I9<

COFFEE

23<

2

27c

WUAT

Handtub Medomak

■ 17'

2

19c

GREGORY’S

LOANSupto$30o

USED CARS

Early Spring Cleaning Values

19c

25

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., had
exemplification of ritualistic Priday
night.

McRae Bowling Team
In The Community League

Mrs. Harriet Levensaler and son
Atwood, who have been visiting Mrs.
E. B. Ingraham, have reutrned to
Cambridge, Mass.

TMS

March 27—Democratic State Conven
tion ln the Bangor Auditorium.
March 29—Publlc concert by Rubin
George Ryan received a special
stein Club at Congregational Church
March 29—Camden—Concert by High Easter gift in the form of a tele
School at Opera House
April 2—Oeorge & Dixie at Com gram announcing the birth of a
munity Building.
April J—At Unlversalist Church mo niece. Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Lo
tion picture and sound presentation ot gan, Jr., of Portland (Catherine
"Passion Play".
April J—Waldoboro Lecture by Com Burke, formerly of this city) are the
mander Donald B. MacMillan at High parents.
School auditorium
April J—Vinalhaven Two comedies
at Union vestry.
Plant lovers will be keenly inter
April 4 (7 p m I—Radio rally by
Radio Carolers at Tenants Harbor Bap ested in the fascinating new plant
tist Church
April 4 <19 a. m.) Republican State activator, Burpee's Vitamin B, now
Convention In City hall Portland
April 4 <12 m l—Second District Re being handled by Crie Hardware Co.
publican Convention In City hall, Port Tlie magic substance ls a pellet
land
April 4-5—RED. Resuscitator Fund form, providing an easy, convenient
PAird 5°?3"tUonl»)-wSs F-duca- J method for its use. Full descriptive

tional Club meets at G ar hail
April 6—Knox Pomona Orange meets
vith
Orange. Thomaston.
Ith Weymouth
l
April 10-15—Maine Methodist Con
ference ln Auburn.

B*aUU e SO

Reduce
No,

1 matter and simple directions for
the use of this remarkable new
agent for successful gardening may
be obtained at Crie's.

THE WEATHER
The frigid spell which came on
last week unannounced and un- j KIWANIS EASTER BALL
wanted, has shown only Wight signs
Tlie Community Building ta
of relinquishing its grip. Below
ught will be a pleasing sight to
freezing temperatures will continue ;he eyes of the dancers of Knox
through today; tomorrow increasing bounty and vicinity. Tlie great
cloudiness and slightly milder;
Auditorium has been transformed
Thursday warmer. Six days to: into a fairyland of colored lights
Front row, left to right: Dorothy Bird. Frances McLoon. Back row: Margaret Tripp, Athleen McRae, Ellen
April First, but please don't put 1 and beautiful decorations. A
Prescott, Gladys Estes.
out the curbstone flags.
raised platform on the stage has
been constructed so that the
1 EASTER AT ROCKPORT
Harvey Richards has resumed his music of Fenton Brothers will bc
Special Easter services were held
duties at the C. M. Havener confec heard to the best advantage. Tlie
)
KEEPS FRUITS AND VEGE
I
both
morning and night at the BapTABLES GARDEN-FRF.SII in
tionery store following an appen beano room, so called, has been
Rockland Folk Will
Public Is Invited To
two giant built-in “Footlex" Vege
I tist Church on Sunday with a large
made into a smoking and refresh
dectomy.
Meeting Tomorrow Night
Embark April 4-5 On
table drawers.
ment lounge. Rugs, comfortable
audience on both occasions. With
Community
Effort
In
the
Tower
Room
ftftftft
Removal of debris from the in- I furniture has been arranged so
| a baptism following the sermon this
terior of Masonic Temple began
HUGE
HANDI-BIN
pull out
that a restful atmosphere of
An entertainment high light for I1 program was carried out at 11 a.
Dr. C. H. Jameson will be the
drawers for foods not needing
yesterday, with a crew of six on the , good living -prevails. All in all principal speaker at tomorrow
the spring season will be Rockland's m.: Organ Meditation; “Jesus Christ
refrigeration, holds about two
job. The work is expected to occupy
nothing has been left undone to night's meeting of the Cancer Con
bushels.
Own
Carnival
to
be
held
the
nights
is
Risen
Today,"
R.
S.
Morrison;
two weeks.
make this the best dance for the trol supporters at the tower room,
of April 4 and 5 in Community Call to Worship, comet solo; “The
convenience of the patrons.
opening at 7.30. His subject will
SLIDING SHELF brings foods
The Sunday Telegram says that
Building.
The committee in charge Holy City,” Stephen Adams; open
be “Cancer;' It is expected that
right oul to you. making it easy
ing sentences, responsively, minister
Arthur R. Greenleaf will retire
to get at foods in rear.
The lecturer of Pleasant Valley scund pictures will be presented on headed by Frederic Bird, has spared “Th» Lord ls Risen; People, “The
from the Republican State Com
Orange
will present this program , “Conquering Concer." Mrs. Ruth no pains in bringing together every Lord is Risen Indeed;" Invocation
ftftftft
mittee because of his duties as com
missioner of sea and shore fisheries. Tuesday night; Easter songs, by Ellingwood. vice commander of the Igamc and ldea that wU1 lead ,0 top and Lord's Prayer; Worship Hymn,
MEATS STAY MARKET FRESH
Grange; Easter poem, Nettie Far- Womans Field Army, will speak on
publlc enjoyment. The ob- “Christ ls Risen;" Scripture, 1 Cor.
in bigger covered Meat Storage
You owe il lo your family and to your pockelbook lo see lhis big
Dish. Made of beautiful Moon
Fifty-three men and women who rand; “Easter Tableau*; Roll call, The Aims and Purposes of the
of the affair Is to secure for 15:1-28; Pastoral Prayer; Prayer
new COLDSPOT now on display at our Order Office. Come in
stone
glass.
Holds
11
pounds
of
will undertake the census enumera preparation of the hot bed: button Womans Field Army for Cancer the prote<.tion of Rockland citizens Response; “Hear Our Prayer, O
tomorrow, see this beautiful, completely equipped, quality-built
meat. Retains natural flavor
tion in Knox and Lincoln Oountie3. sewing game; current events, Fred- Control.”
I one of the new lnhaiator-resusclta- Lord," Whelptcn; anthem “All Hail
COLDSPOT you can now buy at the new low price of only
and juices.
The public is most cordially in- tors
badly needed a. the prescnt Immanuel,” D. R. Van Sickle; of
$11950. From Its all-steel cabinet to the minutest detail of
attended Friday and Saturday a! erick Bartlett; new recipes I would
ftftftft
construction this new 1940 4-STAR COLDSPOT leads the field
school conducted in this city by M recommend, by Etta Andersen; vited to attend this session. All I time.
fering "Beneath the Cross of Jesus”
5 ICE CUBE TRAYS of stainin giving you more for your money.
A. Oould, an Augusta supervisor. quiz questions by lecturer.
interested persons, workers for the
The committee is making it an all R.: M. Stultz; Doxology, Prayer,
resisting aluminum.
Instant
They will probably have learned a
coming campaign, committee mem Rockland effort by donating every Hymn, "Coronation;” Sermon “The
Finger-Tip Tray Release on each
BUY ON SEARS EASY PAYMENT PLAN!
lot more by the time they have
BORN
i bers and members of the Knox
u „„„
__ . , to a resuscita- Greatest Miracle;" Congregational
lee cube tray, ends "ice-bound”
"snv.-i
...
. , ,
cent of ,the
proceeds
You
ran enjoy all the advantages of owning this modern re
trays.
made their rounds.
Lindsey—At Owls Head. March 21. to Hospital Auxiliary which IS spon- ,
.
frigerator and pay for it out of income. Now buy anything
Mr and Mrs Benjamin w Lindsey. .
thc camDau,n will of course
Rockland, buying ever)- cents Hymn, "Christ Arose;" benediction.
son—Wayne Eugene
ronng the campaign, Kill of course WQrth Qf prizes ln
cUy and Silent Meditation; Organ Postlude,
totaling $10 or more on display or shown in Sears catalogs on
An electric power cable weighing
OTHER MODELS ALSO RE
Logan Ai Portland, March 24. to Mr 'be on hand,
Sears Easy Payment Plan.
in|
“
Allelulla;"
Rev.
C.
Vaughn
Overusing
all
Rockland
people
and
Mrs.
Frederick
Logan.
Jr,
(Cath

more than 30 tons, arrived at the erine Burkel. a daughter
DUCED IN PRICE!
Mrs. Horatio Cowan is major for
man,
pastor;
Mrs.
Clara
Lane,
or

running the big show. Every worker
Maine Central depot today from the
the Rockland district, Mrs. J. Riker
BUY AI.L YOUR SPUING NEEDS HERE; GET SEARS
$129-50 COUDSPOT, 6.5
will be a volunteer, giving his or ganist; Mrs Mabelle Crone, choir
MARRIED
Oeneral Cable corporation, Perth
Proctor for Camden, Mrs. Grace
SAVINGS!
Cu. Ft. Now
$119.50
director;
Leroy
Moon,
cometist.
her services to the cause of thc
—At Rockland. March •
—.
»
Amboy, N. J„ for A. T. Thurston. 21.Harvey-Beattie
Our catalogs olfer a larger selection of merchandise, for home
Oeorge Harvey of Rockland, and Lawrence Simmons for Thomaston
$11450 COLDSPOT, 6.4
At
7
p.
m.
a
beautiful
Easter
pag

resuscitator
and
the
Rockland
Fire
and family, than you’ll find in any department store. Our new
The huge reel will be loaded on By*SReva'ouy WUson
Cu. Ft. Now ...
$10650
Thoraas,on ~ and Mrs. Lena Swears for Vinaleant was presented, one which por
sample book is now ready for you to feci and see actual ma
the steam lighter, Sophia, at the Gregory-Brown — At Lynn. Mass. Haven. Mrs. Cowan announces her Department.
$ 9955 COLDSPOT, 6.4
terials. Shop the one-stop way—save time. Get Sears low
Every possible avenue of fun has trayed the Easter message in an im
23. Stanley D Gregory of Klt- „.ntaln.. Tn nnri,|anrt hv ward.Cu. Ft. Now
$
92
S5
Snow shipyards, to be transported March
tery (formerly of Rockland) and Miss <aPtalns- in Kockland by Wards.
prices—save money!
pressive manner. The first part
been
investigated
and
the
most
to Eggrmoggin Reach. The cable Florence I. Brown of Lynn. Mass
Ward one, Mrs. Gilmore Soule; 2,
At Rockport. March ,, , .
.
„
... . promising drafted for the carnival showed Martha. Mary and Rebecca,
will be used to transmit power from 22Erickson-Priest
Bull R Erickson and Ruth Meribah airs. J. A.
Jameson; 3. Mrs. W. A _
,
b°th of Rockport-By Rev H Rjw and Mrs Uwpence wller; 4. Th«e wll>* extra
special attrac- guests of Judith in her garden, talk
the mainland to the towns of Deer
IEAR1, ROEBUCK AND (O.
Jarrett-Amea
—
At
Rockland,
March
16,
Mrs.
B.
H.
Stinson;
5.
Mrs.
Sanford
tions
on
the
beano
which will be ing about the Christ and while they
Isle and Stonington.
Charles E Jarrett and Miss Eleanor L. r,-,---.
7 Mr. i operated under chairmanship of Al- were thus engaged two disciples
Ames. both of Rockland—By Rev. Cor- DCiailO, b, MISS Crockett, 7, Mrs.
At the Littlefield
Memorial win H Olds.
coWan and Mrs. C S Roberts, SI. bert Wallace' commander of Wln- Peter and Philip appear and request
the loan of tlie colt on which Christ
Church Sunday the Easter services
Oeorge, Mrs. H. O. Caddy; Clark slow'Holbr7°k Post A. L. The serv-'
DIED
was to ride. Then soldiers arrived
were attended by large congrega Marks At Camden. March 24 Laura-^a^- Mrs. Winnifred Milne; Long }Ce elubs a.nd P^c spirited citizen
tions and there was special music S oFTTto? J^e& i£^fr,*hr; Cove^Mrs Wilho Elgland; Tenant's ln general will man the various 'wking Him antJ Uley were folIowed
by a group of girls who brought the
under the direction of Mrs. William Methodist Church. Camden, this after- Harbor, Mrs. C. H. Leach; Elmore, oouulsDorman. The church was prettily
11 2 o'clock, interment, in MounGladys Davis; Port Clyde, Mrs game wil1 ** one whereby cups are message in song that He had been
proclaimed King and all go out to
Guest speaker at Ute Lions meet BIG CAMDEN SALE
County consisting of paint, hard
decorated with potted Easter lilies, Carver-ai vinalhaven. March 22. Gertrude Hupper; South Thomas- hung in rows on the stage with
■ greet Him.
Lillian, wife of Edward G. Carver. Fu- ___
_
ing tomorrow will be onc of the
and Owl's mar^smen trying their luck on them
—
The big "recelvcr’s-auction sale ' ware, farming equipment, radios,
primrose and cineraria under the neral Wednesday from residence.
t°
n
,
Mrs.
Flora
Baum
Head Mrs A B Borgerin
‘
baseballs. A prize booth wi“
“cond part «Pre*”ted
club's veteran members F. A. Wins at the Chapman-Packard store,
direction of Mr.s. Charles Marstaller Smith—At Vinalhaven. March 20. Oci. a^.'Sr^u-a^ « —’ «““
household utensils and general
Eliza J., widow of Charles B Smith,
low; subject “Silent Riders."
Washington street ls drawing to its
Lilies were sent in memory of Mr. aged 87 years, 6 months
home hardware supplies. The sale
All
was
ln
darkness
Benner—At Waldoboro
March 23.
close. Tlie huge sale is being put
securing tokens „„„ „lc laulvo
and Mrs. A. J. Babbidge. Mr. and Prof
Allen R Benner, aged 69 years. Apn!
cancer contro. month and may be obtained
and the ladies as w
they lalacu
talked ¥wocu
voiced
including
fixtures as well stock, will
,
j .
, v.
..
There have been some exciting on bv the men who bought thc fine
Mrs. Charles Carter. Edgar W. Bar 9 months, 23 daya. Funeral at 2 30 this urged public financial support tn through winning in tlie various
afternoon from hls late residence.
,,
*“ J
10
thc:r despair and loss of hope with
volley ball contests at the Com- stock at auction from the receivers jxjsitivcly close Saturday night. An
ter, George W. Orover and son
the splendid work being done by games
| their Lord crucified. Then ap
IN MEMORIAM
munity Building this winter, and ) and arc passing these huge savings opportunity to stock up in staple
thc Woman's Field Army.
James, F. S. Philbrick, Milton
[ peared Mary Magdalene with tiie
In loving memorv of Sarah C Seavey
Rockland Lodge cf Eiks held Its I joyful news of Lhc Risen Lord.
unlike the French communique aionR to the citizens. Hiis stock hardware at bargain prices is of
Knight and sister Hazel. John Hal- who
passed away March 26. 1939
"Nothing to report" there is to be ' f, one of the very best ln Knox fered this week.—adv.
•
Charles Ellis, a student at West annual meeting last night, and the
vorsen, Mrs. Alice Sprague and Mrs. We miss her kind and loving voice.
The stage setting was very effec
Thc touch of her gentle hand.
slate
named
in
this
newspaper
was
recounted the wonderful time that
minster
Seminary
ln
Philadelphia,
Kate MacAlllster. At the evening Ood called her. ad she slipped away,
tive
with
evergreens,
flowers
and
To a home In a better land
was had by all," Friday night.
is spending a week at hts home on chosen. Handling the affairs of
service the pageant "Tlie Splendid Beyond
the shadows of the night.
ifWD" 4i- _
... .
fountain and thc various lighting
year will bc
And Moulalson was not there.
Where skies are ever fair
Rankin street.
Quest” was given under the direc
effects greatly enhanced the beauty
With care and suffering unknown,
tion of Mrs. Bertha Gray and Mrs. Our loved one watts us there
i of the scene. Those taking part
Mr
and
Mrs.
Fred
3
Seavey,
IL'her
Thc
Albert
H.
Newbert
Associa

exalted
ruler;
Dana
S.
Newman,
esA radio broadcast Saturday an -I
Charles Marstaller.
Marie Seavey.
1114
tion will meet Friday at Grand | teemed leading knight; Dr Blake B *.'^v w'1''™
Port Clyde.
Mary, Mr.s. Diana Pitts; Martlia, nounced thc death of William B
Army hall, with Mrs. Milton M. j Annis, esteemed loyal knight; A I
_
,
. .
Mildred Oraffam: Rebecca Pern Nash, a former proprietor of the'
CARD OF THANKS
Griffin thc supper chairman. Mem French, esteemed lecturing knight;
A
’
Rockland Daily Star, which was
|
Wc
wish
to
express
our
sincere
thanks
I M cz,,,tK--4 -__ _
r~,
Whitney Mary Magdalene, Mrs. C
DANCING
bers arc requested to take their J.
N. Southard, secretary; Timothy v
,
published some 30 years ago. Mr. I
and appreciation to everyone, who
„
_i v. Overman Grecian women. He cn
by thelr pretence or remem- own dishes.
E. McInnis, treasurer; Simon D 1
(Bought of Receivers At Auction)
Every Wed. 1 ellher
brance helped to make our golden
Mrs. Hazel Cain; Daphayne, Mrs Nash was associated at the time with i
Crosby tiler. Installation April 8.
Frank B. Nichols, now proprietor of.
wedding day one of great pleasure and
AT
Alice Marston; Philip, Frederick
enjoyment to us.
At thc meeting of Red Jacket
the Bath Daily Times; and thc late
Mr and Mrs. A T. Carroll
Quimby; Peter, Rev. C. V. Over
GLEN
Troop
of
Sea
Scouts
Friday
night
Rockport. March 25, 1940
•
Public Spiritualist meeting at
Samuel D. Graves.
man;
Roman
soldiers,
Charles
these members passed tests: Miles K. P. hall Sunday, Marcli 31, 230
COVE
CARD OF THANKS
Sawyer, able requirement in pilot p. m. and 7.30 p. m. auspices oi Marston, Carroll Richards; group of
Music By
I wish to express my heartfelt ap
Due to thc extreme cold weather,'
girls, Vera Easton, Leoline WiLson
preciation of the kindness of friends ing; David Newcomb, ordinary re Maine
State Spiritualist Ass'n.
neighbors In remembering me with quirement in ground tackle; Dudley
Gladys Quimby, Arlene Tominski thc Y.P.C.U. held its Easter Sun- ,
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES snd
cards, flowers, cigars, candy and tele
Edna Knowlton, State President,
rise Service and Breakfast at the '
and Doris Tominski.
gram ( on thc occasion of my birthday Harvey, gallery and first aid; Scout
Julia
A.
Barker,
State
Missionary.
while
I
was
a
pa:lent
at
Palmer
Mem

DOOR TRIZE
Maurice Carleton was in charge Unlversalist Church Sunday morn
organization, able requirement; Ed
orial Hospital. Boston
—adv.
37* lt
97T’.f
Franz Simmons
cf thc lights and Rev. and Mrs ing instead of at Benner hill, as was i
ward Williamson, ordinary require
ment
in
piloting.
Miles
Sawyer
was
Overman of the stage arrange originally planned. Thc impressive
TOWN OF OWLS HEAD
service was followed by a substan- |
ments.
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
named chairman of a social to be
Thc Assessor. of thc Town of Owl«
tial breakfast served by Mrs. Le
At 10.00 P. M.
held
April
11,
assisted
by
these
com

Head Maine hereby give notice to all
nora Cooper and Miss Harriet Par
persons Hable to taxation ln said Town, mittees: Preparation, David New
Luisa
Francheschi
arrived
from
IN APPLETON
that they will be ln session at Town
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
New York in the height of Friday malee. Members present were: Da
Hall In said Town, on the 2nd day ot comb and Douglas Cooper; enter
This is your opportunity to get stocked up on
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
April, at 100 to 3 00 p m for the tainment,
Edward
Williamson,
night's storm, driving through in vid Newcomb, Dick Spear, Douglas
Good Music
purpose of receiving list# of the polls
SHOW TIMES Matinees:
Miles Sawyer and John Perry; re
her car, and reaching her home on Cooper, Milcs Sawyer, Edward Wil
Admission 15c, 35c. Dancing 8-30 12 and estates In said town.
Saturday 2.10. Sunday 3.00. Every
All such persons arc hereby notified
35*36 <0 make and bring to said Assessors freshments, Dudley Harvey .and Wil evening at 8 00.
Beech street at 3 a. m. She was liamson, Lincoln McRae Jr., John
true and perfect Hats of thelr polls liam Bicknell.
called here by the illness of hcr Lowe, Jr., Dorothy Dimick, Wini
and all thelr estates, real and personal
LAST SHOWING TODAY
fred Dimick, Lucille Stanley, Helen
not exempt from taxation, which thev
mother and two sons.
possessed of. or which thev held
____
Crockett, Almcn and Winola Coop
Beano party at G.A.R. hall,
Columbia Pictures' latest comedy
BOATS AND MOTORS were
as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on thc 2nd day Thursday at 2 p. m. by Edwin Libby
Ask About Our
Thirty-seven applicants passed er, and Alfred and Ruth Benner.
hitrof April. 1940, and be prepared to make
TIME PAYMENT PLAN
Relief Corps—adv.
the auto driving tests at the local
oath to the truth of thc same
“TOO MANY
When estates of persons deceased
Let Salvation Army help with
A. L. ANDERSON
registration cfficc. Two failed. Thc
have been divided during thc pas'
HUSBANDS”
CAMDEN, ME,
year, or have»changed hands from any
next tests in Rockland will come on spring houscclcaning. Will call for
Next Camden Yacht Club
cause, the executor, administrator or
starring
the following dates: April 22. May clothing, furniture, baby carriages.
persons Interested, are hereby
32-37 other
Jean Arthur, Melvyn Douglas,
warned to give notice of such change,
37‘lt
13. June 10, July 8, July 29, Aug. 19 Tel. 514.
and ln default of such notice will bc
Fred MacMurray
Sept. 19 and Sept, 30.
’
held under thc law to pay the tax
assessed although such estate has been
also
wholly distributed and paid over
MARCH OF TIME No. 7
Any person who neglects to comply
PUBLIC NOTICE
with this notice will be doomed to a
A publlc hearing will be held bv tbe
"VATICAN OF PIUS XII”
tax according to the laws of the State
' Municipal Officers of the City of Rock

TQ,^

No Other Make of 6.3 Cu. Ft.

For Cancer Control

Has All These Modern Features at
This Amazing New Low Price

Carnival Is Near

IT’S A FOUR STAR FEATURE

SEE IT NO W
ON DISPLA Y!

393 MAIN ST.

CATALOG ORDER OFFICE

Tel. 1380 or 1381

LAST CALL!!!
The Big Sale of the

Chapman-Packard Co. Hardware Stock
Will Positively Close

SATURDAY. MARCH 30

DANCE

WALDO TIIEATRE

HARDWARE

PAINTS, KITCHEN UTENSILS,

FARM EQUIPMENT, ELECTRICAL

SU PPLIES, RADIOS, SPORTING GOODS
AT UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICES

SALE NOW GOING ON

BURPEE'S

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
$90, 781-1 or 7tl-U

110-112 UMEROCK STREET
BOCKLAND, MB.
119-tf

and be barred of the right to mBkc ap
plication either to the Assessors or
County Commissioners for any abate
ment of hls taxes, unless such person
otter such list with hls application and
satisfies the Assessors that hc was un
able to offer It at the time appointed.
GERALD U MARGESON.
J DANA KNOWLTON.
JOHN GARNETT.

Assessors.

Date posted: March 26. 1940.

37-39

The ancient Etryptians mnde cof
fin* of cork.

Ambulance Service

WED.-THURS., MARCH 27-28
RONALD COLMAN

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

“THE LIGHT
THAT FAILED”

WALTER HUSTON

in

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

From the novel of the same title
by Rudyard Kipling

land In thc City Council Room, on
Wednesday. March 27, 1949, at seven
thirty o'clock In 'he afternoon, upon
the application of Roland G. Ware of
Thomaston, Maine, for a permit to
store, not to exceed five thousand gal
lons of motor fuel and four thousand
gallons of heating oil In under ground
anks. on the West side of Main street
and North side of Talbot Avenue
I This hearing ls being held, owing to
ithe withdrawal of much of thc oppos
ition presented at a previous meeting
j for thc same purpose.
,
Per Order of the Mayor
All,' I

1

E

R

KRENE

Uity uierk

1

BEANO
TONIGHT

LEGION HALL
7.30 O'CLOCK

ADMISSION 25 CENTS
37Ttf

CHAPMAN PACKARD CO.
STORE
18 WASHINGTON STREET,

CAMDEN, ME.

37*lt

Every-Other-Day
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WARREN

1 parsonage and the past week a
| caller on Miss Katherine Coffin.

Down In St Pete

HONORS FOR A HORSE

UNION

Mtss Sadie Kelley of Clarry HUI tty
“Anna" Was Oldest In the World
visited friends here Monday.
—Carcass Was Cremated
A Fenced-in-Face Finally
£ ft ft ft
Winifred Davis and Abdon Davis
ALENA L STARRETT
Shaved—A Blueberry
MRS LOUISE MHJ-KRI
es
Anna, said by her owner to be the are ill with grippe.
Correspondent
Correspondent
,
Pie vs. a Blrftk Eye
Mrs. Vivian Hills of Portland, for
oldest horse ln the world, died last
Saturday Night Affair
merly of this town has made a valu
week
in
her
stable
at
Rockleigh.
N.
St. Petersburg. Fla. March 22.
Tel 49
fTel. 27
In Warren Was Highly
Y. She was 39. nearly double the able and much appreciated gift to
Have you visited the
Editor of The Courier-Oamte.—
Successful
the Vose library in the form of four
life of the average horse.
The
United
Baptist
Church
in
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Payson have
No matter what hls name was. I
A theatrical "prop" horse until history volumes of local towns; one |
this town w%s crowded to its full
The Smorgasbord Lunch, enter don't remember it. anyway, and lt
New Department
returned from a visit in Brooks.
her retirement three and a half copy of Sibley's “History of Union"
Telephones have been Installed capacity Sunday night at the union tainment, bazaar and dance held is possible the man still lives and years ago. Anna was ridden by the two volumes of Eaton’s "Annals of
in the residences of Miss Maxine services of both churches at which Saturday night at Warren Grange might be offended at this expose ol late Rudolph Valentino in the mo Thomaston' and one volume of
Mears, Leland Johnston and Miss the beautiful Easter pageant, "Jo hall and Glover hall for Finnish his personal idiosyncrasies. At anv tion picture. "The Sheik." For many Eaton's "Annals of Warren ",
seph of Arimathea" was presented
rate they were talking about him on
Dorothy Crowell.
benefit was most successful, between
years she appeared in opera in New
Mrs. Myrtle Watts who has been 1
under the direction of the pastor.
the lawn in front of Boca Ciega Inn
A meeting of the Parent-Teach
York and abroad and on numerous critically ill with pneumonia ls much
Rev. William S. Stackhouse, who 250 and 300 attending the novelty. last week and while there was no
er's Association will be held Thurs
occasions was used by Caruso in Improved.
also had written the script. Tlie Scandinavian dishes were featured one present who was willing to swear
day night at 8 o'clock at the Com
"Aida.''
Mrs. Thelma Joseph of Lawrence,
to
the
truth
of
the
tale,
it
was
a
production depicted the Easter story on the long table in the center of
munity Oarden Club house. John
Douglas Hertz bought her from a Mass., is at her home here, called
of the freeing of Christ from the the Grange hall laden with good good story they told; typical of
M Richardson business manager
theatrical property agent in 1936 by the illness of her mother.
tomb in which He lay following hts things, two of the most typical be many another yarn of similar cali
of Tire Courier-Gazette will be the
and placed her in retirement on
bre
concerning
the
robust
pioneers
Melvin Gleason who has been at
crucifixion, realistically portrayed by ing Siili. a herring salad, and Mauguest speaker. Everyone is cor
the club s rolling meadows. Hert2 the Camden hospital for treatment
a cast of 23 characters, supplemen stettut Siili, pickled herring with of the State of Maine.
dially invited to attend.
It seems he had a beard—this well explained the horse's longevity by has returned home
ted by a hidden choir of a dozen onions. Adding much to the color
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Benner of voices, with which the cast joined
known figure of former days in saying: She was always among
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wood were
ful affair was the centerpiece of
Belmont. Mass., arrived here Sat in chorus numbers. The chancel
Rockland
A hirsute thicket of theatrical people and you know how Rockland visitors Tuesday.
pink tulips, flanked on either side
noble proportions which had defied soft-hearted they are. They gave
urday called by the death of Pro of the church had been transformed
Miss Lida Messer of Wellesley,
by small Finnish flags. The Finnish
fessor Allen Benner.
Mass. Is caring for her sister Mrs.
to a garden scene of the coffee service was arranged on a the local barber for years. Why it her every attention."
He said Anna belied her age. Al Myrtle Watts.
Mrs. C. B. Stahl was hostess Fri East, the beauty of the set separate table at the head of the was that he finally consented to its
amputation, deponent sayeth not. though her white coat was thin and
The High School honor parts
day night to the Bridge Club.
furthered by spot lights which hall. Mrs Karl Johnson of ApplePerhaps the march of civilization her step uncertain, her vision and have been awarded to Miss Mar
Mrs. Clarence Eugley entertained changed the colors. Through in ton, a member of the committee,
demanded sacrifice. Perhaps the hearing were good Hertz said, and jorie Butler, validlctory and Miss
tricate system of wiring and sound attracted much attention with her
the Mending Club Friday night.
soup grew thicker and offered more “she even had a few teeth left."
Betty Farris, salutatory.
effects,
the
lightning
which
opened
imported Finnish costume of hand
Mrs. O G. Barnard will be hos
resistance as the years rolled on. Two years ago Hertz staged a
Thomas Danforth is 111.
tess Thursday afternoon to the Sus the tomb of Christ, was vividly car spun, hand woven wool, the ground Anyway somebody got him in the
party for the horse on her 37th birth
Mrs. Eda Goff and son Richard
annah Club.
ried out. Adding to the loveliness of color of the skirt in a medium blue,
barber shop at last and as the crop day. Many notables were there
were guests Thursday of Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Currie and son the background were the paintings variegated striped from hem to was harvested, a nest of honey bees
to do her honor.
Mrs W. J. Bry ant
James have returned from a visit of Mt Calvary, atop which was a waist giving the effect of accordion was located somewhere there among
Anna was cremated and her
pleats.
All
ladies
of
the
committee
The W.C.T.U. met with Mrs
six-foot lighted cross, and the disin New York.
Get a free ticket on one of the
the sheaves.
ashes were taken to the Metropoli Laura Daniels Thursday with 14
William H. Brooks Jr., is spend tant spires of Jerusalem in the j wore the Finnish colors in their
That raised a problem. A prob tan Opera House in New York
present. Four visitors were present
FREE DOOR PRIZES
background of the Bickford Memo hair, a large white bow with blue lem which should be unique among
ing a lew days in Portland.
Tliursday for funeral services.
from Thomaston.
Superintendent and Mrs. A. D. rial Baptistry. The music was an knot. The color scheme was further the annals of tonsoriai art, for it
A hearse drawn by retired work
Mrs. Everett Stover is confined to
to be drawn April 6th
Gray visited relatives in Blue Hill aid to the piece, much enjoyment carried out by blue and white crepe brought into question the matter
horses, Anna's companions at the her home with a severe cold.
paper
draped
from
the
celling.
obtained from the old favorite
over Easter.
of who sliould inherit the honey.
Pegasus club brought the funeral
The entertainment which followed
Mrs. Senja Leach of South Union
The Waldoboro Lions’ Club is Easter hymns. Colors of the cos
Should the spoil belong to the in
Twenty Valuable Prizes To Be Given Away
urn back to New Jersey.
the
lunch,
was
given
at
Olover
hall,
entertained Wednesday night at an
holding a dance on the night of tumes typical of the East in Bible
trepid explorer who discovered the
with
Charles
Salo
of
Appleton,
From
Metropolitan
stars
came
ex

informal
party.
Ouests
were
Mrs
April 19 at High School Auditorium. days, literally transported the con
cache, or should it revert to the
efficient master of ceremonies
pressions of regret. Elizabeth Reth- Mildred Moody. Mrs. Nellle Moore
Mrs. H. K. Crowell, Mrs. Fred gregation to that other land of
original owner of the property.
Numbers on the program included,
berg. soprano .said Anna "was a Mrs. Eva Starrett. Mrs. Hazel Leach,
Oenthner, Miss Dorothy Crowell Bible days, at Easter Tide. A silver
The discussion waxed warm and
remarks on the purpose of the oc
real trouper and in countless per and Mrs Henrietta Harding. The
and Miss Avis Maloney have been collection was taken.
tenacious. As far as was known
casion by Wilho Lampinen of Port
formances ol 'Alda' she carried on evening was pleasantly spent play
recent guests of relatives in Beachthere
were
no
legal
precedents
which
A game party, auspices of the- land; poem, by John Puolakka of
Week, and the Easter approach
her
roles like a veteran. She never
mont. Mass.
Congregational Ladies' Circle will * %-arren; Vwo vocal numbers. Scan could be cited in support of either missed a cue and knew her en ing games, after which ice-cream | The next session will be March 29
cookies, candy, and ginger-ale were |
Alfred Storer has joined Mrs. be held Friday night at the Town dinavian War March in Norwegian claimant and the old age theory
i with Mrs Mary Robbins
gc**********««U
Storer in Mays Landing. N. J., Hall, the doors open at 6.30 and by Hans Heistad of Rockport, hls that finders is keepers was offset by trances and exits so well that the served.
Mrs Dorothy Lindahl, who. is
property
man
never
had
to
worry."
the
insistance
of
the
perambulat

FOUR-room upstairs apartment to
where she was called by the death playing to begin after 7 o'clock. The accompanist. Mrs. Heistad. a Finnish
' spending the winter at Brooks let;
light- Hush; water paid; garage If
Ezio Pinza, basso, said he was
of her mother.
proceeds from this party will be Folk Song, in which Mrs. Heistad ing apiary that he knew the bees
desired
TEI 1181-W._____________ 35-38
CUSHING
I
Court,
Sarasota.
F,a
.
wiUi
Mrs
"sure
that
she
is
one
animal
who
Mrs. Maurice Jenness of Newport. used toward a fund for the repair I joined him in duet as well as play were there all the time The matter
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
Mrs.
Mary
Morse
celebrated
her
g
ncw
o
f
Thomaston
writes
to
will go to the Valhalla of horses.
1 rjcm-.
rocm®. pantry,
pantry. flush; newly decorated
N. H. is visiting her mother, Mrs.
^he Congregational Chapel foun-' ing the accompaniment; two songs. was finally settled by arbitration and She was one of the finest looking,901.1} blnhda>'
friends in town, that it is now | sunny. clean Delia york hi Plea*
the
spoil
halved.
The
moral
is
that
Cora Nash and her sister, Mrs. Nation. Committee in charge of the J “Indian Summer" and “Your Eyes
Mrs James Seavey was a busi-' warming up « the South, but. de- »pt 8t- Clt>__________________
animals I have ever seen."
George H. Coombs.
party includes. Mrs. Sidney Wyllie. Have Told Me So." by Miss Sylvia both sides got "stung."
ness visitor Monday in Rockland
cold wlnWr tbere, they are .p.U!7x^gf”™3th.eafX “a^wnn?
Among those attending the Demo- Mrs william Barrett. Mrs. Roland j Kulju of Long Cove, who also gave
Miss Jill Cogan of Warren, was , enjoying lt. She wlll return the room®, continuous hot water
37 *f
Time out for one more excursion SOUTH THOMASTON
cratic State Convention in Bangor starrett, Mrs. E. B. Clark. Mrs. Wil-' the very pleasing reading. “Turun
recent guest of her cousin Miss last of May. Mrs. Lindahl was glad
HEATED
apt.
to
let
ail
modern.
Oood
into the foggy folklore of Maine. Mrs. Annie Dennison spent the Patty Olson,
are Clarence Woodbury. James A liam h Robinson, and Mrs Don-1 Tyttio.
call
from Mrs
the MEN
S SHOP ¥*
’,n,
to receive
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Every-Other-Day

MARJORIE MILLS’ BROADCAST
If you are interested in the welfare of a Household listen
to her informative talk Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
at 1.30 p. m. Stations WNAC, WCSH, and WLBZ.
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A Z\
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MRS OSCAR C. LANK
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Streak Is Stopped

will add ten pins per man per
string to all who can get away with
lt.

Cascade Alleys’ “Skip“Grinning" Ganders
men” Come a-Cropper— Sanborn ........ ..... 103 91 109—303
Grudge Match a Feature Orimes .......... ..... 66 102 95—263

Page Five

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

* “Pass It On”

AND THE

J. F. Rich Tells of An
Act of Kindness In a
Florida City

Littlefield ..... ..... 90 87 95—272
All hopes of the Skippers equaling Shields .......... ..... 89 81 92—262
Mrs. Sadie Lennox of Dorchester,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
A rejuvenated body may not be
There’s probably left-over ham in
Stir sugar gradually into well Mass., is guest of her daughters, the feat of the Oanders by winning G. Arey . ....... ..... 99 84 91—2741 __________________ _
hall the refrigerators of the nation or sherry then ifold in the stiffly Mrs Elsie Ames and Mrs. Edward 10 straight matches went aglimI The We-Can-Do-It 4-H Club of [able t0 share lncrPased vigor with
tcday, so it's a safe guess delectable beaten egg yolks. Beat in brandy .Oreenleaf
mering last Tuesday evening, when
One of the highlights of the North Waldoboro met March 14 , another- but a revitalized soul can
ways to
serve those left-overs beaten egg whites. Lastly, fold in , PhilllP Bro*n and friend were the Oander boys stopped the SkipFarm and Home week program will with their leader, Mrs. Lula Miller lrnPart lts spiritual fire to another
would win your interest. There’s the whipped cream and serve with ’ home from Kents Hill Academy men cold and showed them there I Drew .................... 82
89—259 be the panel discussion on “Our Lucinda Rich, 4-H Club Agent, con- !as the following shows:
for over Easter
was a good deal of fight left in their Peterson .........
84—261 Marketing Problems" which will ducted a Judging Contest on dif- 1 Mrs Ric1’ and myself left our
such eye-appeal in tender, pink hot puddings, Serves six.
87
Ruth Brcwn, who is teaching at outfit even after four straight de- Hall ......
80—234 ' take place Tuesday morning, March ferent points in stitching holders . hotel in St. Petersburg carrying
slices of velvety baked ham that MENU
76
South Paris, is passing the Easter feats.
76—258 | 26, at 10 a. m. Director Deering which was won by Madelyn Miller | heavy satchels to the railroad stayou should whip up some sort of . Breakfast
Guilford ..........
vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Old Man Sanborn, "who ain't S. Arey __ '.......... 86
94—275 of the Extension Service will be Refreshments were served and Itlon. We had not gone far when
Chilled Welch's Grape Juice
colorful ensemble to suitably set
■ Mrs. Ralph Brown.
( what he used to be ’, but neverthea man standing in front of his house
Ready-prepared Cereal
forth the remains of the feast.
|
the chairman of the group and games were played,
Norma Gray is home from Nor- , less is still good enough to show
called out, "Where are you going".
the
following
fanners
and
home-1
•
•
•
•
Bran Mullins
Did you note the ideas of M
429 439 423-1287
; way, where she teaches, for the hls heels to the whole pack every
Broiled Bacon
makers will participate: Fred i Twenty boys attended the meet- We told him He then said, "I liave
Philip, assistant to Oscar of the
vacation.
once jn a While, was the Abou Ben
Coffee
Waldorf ln last week's Herald? He
Considerable Interest was shown Hagan, Houlton potato grower; ing of tlie George's Valley 4-H Club nothing to do this morning and it
Union Church Circle will serve Adhem of the evening and was in
suggested rolling cornucopias of
in a recent “grudge" match be Norris Clements, Monroe poultry- of Warren at the home of their I will please me to take you to the
man; Myron Lord, Kezar Falls or- leader, Oeorge Buck, Thursday eve- 'station." As I had been unable to
supper Tliursday at 5 30 at the fact the oniy bowler to tender the
'‘Baked Cheese Omelet
thin slices of ham to be filled with
tween Cap'n Grimes of the Oanders
vestry. Housekeepers are: Hilma select 300-class. The Ganders won and
Reheated Bran Muffins
his star performer the Ol Ooose j chardistl Ered Nutter, Corinna ning, March 14. The judging con-) secure a taxi I replied I would be
vegetable salad and arrange them
Webster, Dcra Bcnjan, Sadie Rob the match because they got the pins on one slde and cap'n Skip Arev dalryman; Mrs' CharIes MUls- Bel" tes1 on beans was won by
Fresh Fruit‘Salad
like spokes of a wheel on a dark
glad to pay him for this service. He
bins and Edith Vinal.
Tetley Tea
and they got the pins by better nnri >Tlllrlr
. T nn„ An
grade homemaker. This meeting is Fisk and Adelbert Norwood. Each sajd, “i cannot accept any money.,
blue plate with watercress or pars
and
"Dark
Hoss"
Lane
on
the
other.
.
Among those who came from ;
. although asOene HaU re.
being held in connection with the boy U to sell candy to the value of i j have fOr years begun the day with
ley. Or. dip slices of your left-over Dinner
Wtitinsville. Mass., Saturday were: marked beh|nd his hand, „they cer. It was quite awhile working up to i State Farm Bureau Federation 10 cents and bring that to make up j some act of kindness and I have
'Ham with Sour Cream Gravy
ham in beaten egg yolk, then in
a
head
but
when
it
did
blow
off
;
Baked Potatoes Fred Chilles, Donald Poole, Wen- tainly had thelr luck with them too...
| meeting,
| the $2 which the club voted to give j been happy alI ,he day
crumbs mixed with a little‘mustard String beans
dall Coombs and Wijliam Bruce. | Qcotty Littlefield had a lovely it was a good one. The Lane Arey j
• • • •
toward sending the county delegate
Buttered Beets
and broil or pan fry them and serve I
When he left us I again pressed
combination came through in the'
rs|
alnfs E Barton has re-| limp smot,bering oene under an
Clifton Walker of Aina, presi- to Washington, D. C. in June.
•Chocolate Souffle
with deviled
sauce.
(Broiled
him to accept pay for he had not
last
string
and
nosed
out
the
Goose
1
turned from Knox Hospital where, avalanche of
in6 bllt Oene
I dent of the Knox-Lincoln County
• • • •
•Fluffy Sauce
bananas would be perfect for this.) j
only taken us to the station but to
.she recently underwent a surgical i
m
,
—Orimes duo by 24 pins after be-1 Par(n aureaUi and Mrs. George \ Tive 4-H Club members of Friend
Coffee
Or heat thicker slices from your
operation
*
came up smiling and unruffled, saya place for our lunch.
"’walX Hcpkins of Worcester.
J T,Id^1118 tU?.neXtotime ing some 20 pins behind up to the nauaen of Whitefield, county home ship met recently with their leader,
'Recipes given.
ham with a topping of crushed
He gave self-effacing reasons for
last few frames. Der Captain's only j management project leader, will Mrs. Helen VanDeman and pre
pineapple, brown sugar and a dash
Mass . arrived Saturday.
'
Captaln °nmeS and Brer Peter* alibi was that he hasn’t yet been J rcpresent the County Farm Bureau pared and served supper for their his refusal. As I looked into his
of sherry. Thinly sliced apples, 5TONINGTON
son had a hot race for the cigars. I ..
... „
„
°
able to fathom Dark Hoss Lane 8 j at the State meeting held in Orono, 10 members and five visitors. The face I thought this is not tiie face
Mrs. Ernest Macintosh went
thinly sliced onions and a cup or , Dr and Mrs Arnold Brown have
with Der Captain winning the
of "The Man with the Hoe', but
menu: Creamed dried beef; baked
two of cider arranged over your moved ,0 their new home recentb Saturday to South Pottland where stogies by just two pins. Der Cap southpaw style of bowling. The j March 26.
a face radiant with Christian kind
score:
she is visiting her sister. Mrs. Fred
potatoes; cabbage salad; hot bisslice cf ham. then given a half bought from CaDt Otis shephard
tain came in for a lot of kiddjng
ness and loving benevolence
Mora ng.
“Dark
Hoss
'
Lane
.
78
89
99
—
266
Nelson Moody of Appleton re- cults and apple sauce.
hcur's baking and basting gives
, .
.
„ ,
' on his first string, but he came
The words of “Pass It On' came
The 4-H Club met Thursday with
"Skip' Arey ......... 113 88 108—309 ports that his trees came through
you still another version of leftMr and Mrs James Robblns and
, through with a rush to just nose
to
me:
Priscilla
Chilles
|
Tlie Alford Lake 4-H Club, at a
over ham or for a thick uncooked daughter Nancy have returned from
the winter ln excellent condition.
"Have you had a kindness shown
Dr F F. Brown of Rockland was '0Ut Brer Ambr«*'
191 177 207 -575 He Ls very much in favor of mulch- recent all-day meeting at Mrs
slice from your grocer's.
Ja visit to 3wans IsUnd'
Pass It on.
in town Thursday.
j Everybody is getting restless un- Orimes
not given to you alone.
94 79 81—254 ing as he has one row of trees that 1 Lura Norwood's home, studied about Twas
Shredded ham added to an omeMargaret Young who was severly
Pass It on
At Union Vestry, two comedy der the straln of wai,ln8 for Cap n “Goose" Arev
_
_
Let
tt
travel down the years,
97
108
92
—
297
I
have
been
mulched
every
year
and
,
vegetable
cookery.
They
prepared
let or scrambled eggs always makes i burned recently, is much improved,
plays. "Rev. Peter Brice. Bachelor, i Orirnes to announce the big boiled
--------------------[ are producing fine crops of apples a vegetable plate and served the ,
“ *l«ven"ThT’deeZ appears.
a hit especially if you add that im- I Miss Hilda Avery passed Easter
191 187 173-551 each year. He is planning a new ! following menu to 11 members, the ,
Pass it on "
portant dash of mustard. Sliced I vacation at her home in Stockton and "The Sweet Family” will be I dinner which will be served at supdormant spray this year for scale leader, and one visitor: Mashed 1
We may have no opportunity
presented April 3 by the choir.
, Per- and as another experimental
hard-cooked eggs and shredded ham Springs.
insects.
j potatoes, Harvard beets, buttered every day to render a kindness but
Lillian, wife of Edward O. Carver. meal for the benefit of bowlers.
baked in mustard-flavored cream
• » « •
I carrots and peas; carrot sticks; i it can be cumulative and we can do
Mrs. Oertrude Stinson is able to died Friday at her heme Funeral Some rumors are going around that EAGLE
sauce With a topping of crumbs resume work after a long illness.
Mr. and Mrs. James Quinn and
! services will be held at the family jthe Cap’n is delaying as long as
More
than
1000
iarmers
in
Knox
muffins; and mince pie. Tlie boys
twice as much tomorrow to keep
and butter may not be new but it's
Millard Anderson was soloist residence, Wednesday. Rev Ken- passible the boiled dinner because he son Clifford liave been visiting in and Lincoln counties will take part; of the club prepared flats in whichup the average
If at any time
mighty good. Spinach, beet or
death interrupts us in some noble
Easter Sunday at St Mary’s Church neth Cook, pastor of Union Church, is allergic to cabbage and is afraid Catnuen.
to
start
their
early
seeds.
tills
year
in
the
Agricultural
Con

dandelion green belong with this
Gaidner Lunt of Frencnboro lies servation Program
work we have the consolation that
of the consequences. Another re
Already the
Mrs. Loren2o Oross has returned will officiate.
Ham and Egg Scallop.
port was to the effect that he had been guest of Richard Howard Mr amount of lime and superphosphate
Tlie Healthy Hard Workers, a “Tlie good we tried to do shall
M
r
.
from
Bluehill
where
she
has
been
You would probably use some of
Eliza J., widow of Charles B last all the money in the treasury and Mrs. Howard and son David requested through grants ts far in new boys' 4-H Club of Friendship, stand as if 'twere done. God fin
the paper-thin slices of ham with caring for Fred Colomy who is ill
excess of last year.
| under the leadership of Henry Van- ishes the work, by noble souls beSmith,
died at her heme Match 22 betting cigars on his own ability have tetumed from Warren.
thin slices of American cheese for ' Maxine Fifield is visiting her aunt
• • • •
1 Deman, elected officers March 16 j gun."
as
a
bowler,
but
the
general
opin

An
easter
program
was
held
Tues

at
the
age
of
87
Deceased
was
Mrs.
Annie
Hutchinson.
toasted sandwiches to serve with
as follows: President, Leonard
To pass on the beautj- of this in
ion
“
in
informed
circles"
was
that
day at the school.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Beal have re born in North Haven, daughter of
mixed green or vegetable salad.
Rockland Farm Bureau will hold stetson; vice president, Russell cident is the excuse of the writer.
when
the
proper
time
comes
Der
Abner
and
Elvira
(Themas)
Dyer.
turned
from
Jonesport.
Ham sandwiches dipped in French
Chester Pooley of Camden re
a meeting on Smart Cuts in Sewing Neal; secretary, Lewvllle Pottle, Jr.;
J F Rich
She is survived by one son Ulmer Captain will produce a feed that cently passed a day here.
Donato DePalma received a $55
toast batter and sauteed in butter
in charge of Mrs. Oeorgia Rhodes. treasurer, Melvin Burns, Jr.; cheer
Rockland.
March
19
Smith
cf
Barre.
Vt.,
and
one
grand

cash award Wednesday at the Opera
are slick for breakfast.
School has closed for two weeks’ March 26. at the Farm Bureau hall. leader, Harlan Wallace; club re
son. Owen Treet of Boston. Both
The chureh was decorated with a
When you're down to tlie last thin House.
vacation.
Mrs. Kathryn St. Clair and Mrs porter, Robert Felkner; social com
All bookbinders were monks ip
slivers use a few julienne strips of
Mrs. Oeorgia Guimond house were in town to attend funeral glorious display of colorful spring
2rrust Nickerson visi'ed in Cam John Gardiner will serve the square mittee, Ernest Simmons and Thom
services
held
Saturday
at
the
fam

flowers
intermingled
with
many
the Middle Ages of Europe, this be
ham with strips of Swiss chesse in keeper at St. Mary's rectory was
meal for health. Members will as Stenger; game director, Elbridge
den recently.
ing considered a sacred profession.
a mixed green salad bowl, guaran taken by ambulance to Waterville ily residence. Rev Kenneth Cook, beautiful lilies. The flower com
make samples of various finishes.
McFarland; and color bearer.
pastor
of
Union
Church,
officiated.
mittee
is
to
be
complimented
on
teed to dazzle any husband, and last week, having suffered a sudden
• • • •
Howard Lach.
FOUND IN TIIE RUINS
grind the last bits to go into ham ill turn. Her son David and daugh There were many beautiful floral the artistic flower arrangement.
Anyone wishing a program for
• • • •
Among
the
very
few
articles
sal

offerings.
Interment
was
ln
John
At
11
o'clock
service,
which
De
biscuit or cornmeal muffins for ter Mrs. Helen Poirier of Waterville
ADVISES
Farm and Home Week may write
Hittir
Stover,
a member of the
vaged
from
Masonic
Tiynple
ruins
Carver cemetery. The bears were Valois Commandery Knights Tem
breakfast. And so endeth the accompanied her.
j to the county office in Rcckland. Boothbay Gainers 4-H Club enter
was a iitt’e rhyme which many may
Easter ham.
, This annual event will be ohserved tained the club at her house, March
Miss Zetta Smith is visiting Miss L. W Sar.btrn, Benjamin Dyer. plar attended, the pastor preached
have read. It was found by Ike
Alexander
Christie
and
P
A
White.
a
fine
sermon
on
"Christ
meets
us
Baked Ham with Sour Cream Gravy : Grace Faulkingham in Bangor
at the University of Maine, Orono,, „ and gave an interesting talk on 1
Risen."
A trombone solo, "Old Dorfman. who passes it on to The March 25-28.
Two cups slivered ham, 3 table- J Elwood Sawyer is home from Easter at Union Church
ENTERING
carc of bees. There were seven
In observance of Easter, services Rugged Cross," was played by vOurier-Gazette:
spoons Land O' Lakes butter, 1 j Washington.
members and three visitors present.
A
liitle
more
kindness,
4-H Club Nates
tablespoon Fiench's mustard, 2
Margaret Drew is passing the at Union Church began at 6 o'clock George Swears with Mrs. Lcoli
A little less creed
A 11 tie more giving.
Norma Howard, a member of the
tablespoons flour. *4 cup water, ’4 Easter holidays with friends in with an inspirational sunrise mes Smith at the organ. The vested
A little toss greed
Ambitious Maids 4-H Club of | The gigantic soft drink trade
sage by Rev. Kenneth Cook- Mis choir sang a special Easter anthem
cup sour cream.
Thousands of young girls entering
Portland.
A little more smile.
womanhood have found a “real friend
Union, received highest score in a j owe? its inception to a Philadelphia
Blanche Kittredge, Rebecca Dun Easter Dawn," with duet by Mrs
Brown the ham which has been
A
little
less
frown.
in Lydia E. Binkham's Vegetable Com*
Mr. and Mrs. Valmore Greenlaw
A little less kicking
contest
on
judging
the
gocd
and
perfumer.
*'ho
mixed
fruit
syrups
pound to help them go “smiling thru"
Blanche
Kittredge
and
H.
L.
can,
Ruth
Gray,
Joan
Johnson
and
cut into thin slivers in the butter and son Roger were recent guests
When man Is down.
restless, moody, nervoua spells, and
with carbonated water.
bad
points
of
table
setting
in
which
relieve cramps, headache, backache and
which has been melted with the of Mrs. Merton Eaton at Mountan- Delma Calderwocd received bap Coombs. ,Mr. Coombs also sang
A little more "we '.
embarrassing fainting spells due to
tism and received into the church The Holy City."
all members took part, March 11.
A lhtle less "I"
mustard. Stir in the flour. When ville.
female functional irregularities. Famous
A little more lsugh.
for cv. r 60 years in helping "women’/’
Whales cannot change their fa
were: Beatrice Burgess. Joyce Rob
A beautiful Easter cantata was
This meeting was held at the home
well mixed add the water and stir
A little less cry,
functional complaints. Try Ul
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Warren
cial
expressions
—
scientific
item.
inson, Rebecca Duncan and Mrs presented at the evening service by
of the leader, Mrs. Loretta Rich,
Noir: Hinkhani'a OiMpoond rooMS la
until it begins to cream, then add
A little more flowers
with James. Thomas and Jessie have
either liquid or band? lo carry tablet
On the pathway of life.
Blanche Kittredge.
Tlie Lord's he vested choir and was excellent
with the club agent present. The Well, there really isn't much a
the sour cream and continue to stir
form (similar formula).
And
fewer
on
grave,
returned from St. Petersburg, where supper was served at this servite.
hostess served ice cream and cookies. whale has to laugh or cry over.
ly interpreted.
At the end of the strife.
over heat until gravy is creamy
they passed the winter.
and ham deliciously seasoned. Serve
Capt. Otis Shephard has returned
with baked potatoes.
from a trip to Boston.
The Past Matrons Club will meet
One and one-half cups milk, 1
March 29 at the home of Mrs. Edna
teaspoon salt, 3 tablespocns corn
Merrill. Mrs. Oeorgia Coombs will
meal, 2 cups ('4 pound) grated
be co-hostess.
cheese, 3 egg yolks, well beaten, 3
Miss Grace Faulkingham of Ban
egg whites, stiffly beaten.
Scald milk in top of double boiler, gor, has been visiting friends here
add salt and cornmeal, stirring for a few days.
B. Norman Dickenson is able to be
until mixture is smooth and thick.
Remove from heat, add cheese, and out again after recent illness.
Lois Stinson is home from the
stir until well blended. Add slow
ly to well beaten egg yolks. Pold U. of M. to pass the Easter vaca
in stiffly beaten egg whites. Bake tion with her mother Mrs. Alberta
in greased two-quart casserole in a Stinson.

KNOX-UNCOLN FARM BUREAU

Agriculture

447 445 482-1374
“Sober" Skippers
94

Lunch

Eliza J. Smith

With the Homes

YOUNG
GIRLS
WOMANHOOD

Baked Cheese Omelet

WANT TO MAKE A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER?

moderately hot oven <425 degrees
F.) until firm, about 20 minutes. NORTV HAVEN
Yield: 6 servings.
Arthur Calderwood who has been
Chocolate Souffle
employed in Whitinsville, Mass,
Five egg whites, stiffly beaten, '4 during the winter is home for a va
cup sugar, 3 squares chocolate, cation period.
Gerald Beverage is visiting his
Beat egg whites until stiff. Fold parents Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bev
in sugar, then chocolate. Pour in erage for a few days.
well greased two-quart double boil
Constance Carver and sister Mrs. j
er, cover, and cook over hot water Rose Tillie were recent guests at
of an hour. Turn out on plat the home of Mr. and Mrs Frank
ter and serve with whipped cream
Sampson.
or Fluffy Sauce. Serves six.
Mrs. Foy Brown who has been a
surgical patient at Knox Hospital
1 cup sifted confectioner s sugar,
returned home Thursday.
2 egg yolks, well beaten, 3 table
School Notes
spoons brandy or sherry, 2 egg
The honor roll for the winter
whites, stiffly beaten, ‘4 cup heavy
term
at tlie Thorofare Grammar
cream, whipped.
School is:
Janie Grant, 96; Sherman Baird
92.1; Ellen Wooster, 90.2; Edwin
Thayer, 89.1; Burtis Brown Jr.. 89;
VINALHAVEN AND
Marion Carver, 88.3; Kathry Mc
ROCKLAND
Donald, 87.3; Betty Haskell, 87;
John Beverage, 84.1; Wilfred Mills.
STEAMBOAT CO.
83; Albert Gillis, 83; Harriet Stone
ROCKLAND, ME.
82; Carolyn Greenlaw, 80.
Service To:
Sherman Baird has not missed a
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
day this year.
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
Venner Curtis, Stanley Waterman
Island and Frenchboro
Albert Gillis, Harriet Stone, Kath
ryn McDonald, John Beverage,
WINTER SERVICE
Janie Grant and Burtis Brown Jr.
Subject to change without notice
have not been absent a day this
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
term.
Road Down
Read Up | Those not absent this term in the
A. M.
P. M.
primary department are Almon
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
Ames, Eldie McDonald and Corice
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Gillis.

melted.

Fluffy Sauce

7.30 Lv. North Haven,
0.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
9.30 Ar. Rockland,

Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.45
Lv. 1J0
117-tf

Inmates of London's zoo consume
(244.649 bananas, 25,087 oranges, and
196 pounds of jam annually.

HEN CAREFUL family budgeteers take their

W

MOTORS VALUE

mtfiac

first look ata 1940 Pontiac, they’reapt to say,“It’s

way out of our reach in price.” But they’re mistaken!

□

This big, 1940 beauty gives most everyone that
impression.

AMBMICA'S rs MB ST MW’PKSCS* CAR

the

kind

of

car

they’ve always

dreamed of owning. But it’s priced right down with
the lowest!

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET,

It’s

ROCKLAND

Pontiac, with its power-packed engine, its big car
size and comfort, and its famous operating economy,
is the logical choice, if you “want to make a chunge
for the better”!

★Delivered ut Pontiac, Michigan. Transportation
based on rail rates, state and local taxes (if any),
optional equipment and accessories—extra. Prices are
subject to change without notice.

GLIDDEN RINES
BATH ROAD,

WISCASSET
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Every-Other-Day

T mentioned was the amplifying sys
tem owned and operated by W. W.
1 Knight and which contributed
ZX Zx Zx zx
ZX Zx ZN. Zs
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largely toward tlie smooth man
Z\ Z\ Z\ Z
LIDA
O.
CHAMPNEY
GILBERT HARMON
ner in whicli the business of tlie
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent
day was conducted.
A A A A
ZS ZS ZS ZS
ftftftft
ZX Z\ ZS z\
zs zs zs zs
Twenty-four were present at tlie
Tel 2229
Farm Bureau meeting Thursday at
Tel. 713
Tel. 190
the home of Mrs. Margaret Gregory
Mrs Eunice Hubbard cf WaterTlie effective background of' al
cove. Tlie program "Left
Charlene Spaulding arrived last
The New England Telephone and vice at Frenchvillc, Easton, Washville is visiting her sister, Mrs. nags on the stage at Town hall cn-ers fOr Meal Planning" was unnight from Stonington to pass the
Telegraph
Company will spend burn and Caribou.
Helen Dean.
Town Meeting Day was arranged I
the direction "of Mrs. Mary
Easter vacation with her grand
...
. ,,
I Outside Aroostook during the
Mr and Mrs Raymond Mayhew by thc Fred A. Norwood W RC j spear and Mrs. Edith Overlock, more ..
than
a
million dollars duru
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
I coming year, dial service will be
and
Miss
Evelyn
Mayhew
are
under
the
supervision
of
Past
Dept
j
food
project
leaders,
and
they
were
lng 1940 in expansion and Improve- ;provided
thls summer at OldSpaulding. She accompanied her
spending a few
days in Boston President Emma L. Torrey. An- assisted by Mrs Bernice Freeman. ment of its facilities in northern town and later in thc year at
aunt. Miss Zetta Smith, and brother
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Kelley have other future which should bc Mlw Emily Hall and Mrs. NeUie and eastern Maine, John J. Robin- Skcwhegan. Dial service will be
Philip Spaulding, who will spend
returned to Yarmoutliport, Mass ,
'~
; Andrews as dinner committee. Tlie son. president of the Company an- , available next year at Orono, he
the vacation In Cushing with Mr ’
and Mrs. Herbert Smith. Alto ar- j
after spending the past two monUis * native of Boston, but had lived meeting resolved Itself into a sursaid.
riving was Miss Grace Fauiking- |
with Mr. and Mrs. William P. Kei- .in Camden 25 years. She is sur- prise party for onc of its members,
In the entire Bangor district dur
jej.
lived by two daughters. Mrs. An- Mrs. A. T. Carroll, ln honor of her
ham of Bangor, who is to bc week
ing 1940, approximately $400,000
,, \1
ond RhrrifT C Farl nette Moulton of Roslindale. Mass. 50th wedding anniversary which is
end guest of Miss Smitli.
will be spent on the installation of
Mrs >.-,c l»« =. C.m«: >»■„,
wd.y. .»
Mrs. Alexander Donaldson was
new telephones, and $775,000 will
monthlv meeting of the Maine Law one son. John Marks of Portland; (of the Bureau, chairman. Mrs. Lizguest of honor at a surprise shower
be spent on construction and Im
Cfflcers Identification Ass'n held
grandchildren and four great-, z,e French presented Mrs^ CarroU
party given by Mrs Robert Libby,
provements.
grandchildren. She was a member witli a large sunshine basket tied
Mrs. J. Edward Elliot, and Mrs.
Although the Bangor district
Tliursday at the Augusta House.
Mr and M.-s. Rcbert Gardner, of the Methodist Church and Maid- with purple and gold ribbon and
Henry Montgomery Tliursday night
still had 831 fewer telephones ln
formerly of this town, have moved en cl*n lod8e of Rebekahs, Cam- containing a tempting array of
at Mrs. Libby's home. Mrs. Don
service in December than at the
frem the West Meadow road to den. and Bluehill chapter. Order of edibles. Slie also received from Mr
aldson received many dainty gifts,
peak year-end period of December
Main street. Rcckland
I ‘he Eastern Star. Hyde Park. Mass. »nd Mrs. Oregon' a huge bouquet
and tlie evening was spent at cards.
1930, it had 6,283 more telephones
of snapdragons and Jonquils. Yel
Prizes were won by Miss Clara
Capt. Keryn ap Rice of Rockland Funeral services will be held Tucsln service than in December 1933.
low flowers furnished tlie table cen
Spear, Mrs. Almon Day, cf Lewis
the low point of the depression ia
was guest speaker at the Rotary day afternoon at 2 oclock in the
terpiece and the favors were Easter
ton, Mrs. Philip Greenleaf, Mrs.
telephone development.
Club Tuesday at Wadsworth Inn Methodist Church, the Rev. WesCapt Rice, a retired army officer, ton P Holman, officiating. Burial, W conc.led In goxl colored wrapLawrence Leach of Rockland, and
Augusta, Waldoboro, Ellsworth,
'p,n(fs Rcadings apprOprlatC t0 U,e
Orcno, Madawaska, Presque Isle,
Mrs. William T. Flint. St Patrick s Nathalie Bell. Miss Ruth Miller and tend the observance of Fast Ma gave a talk on preparedness which will be tn Mountain cemetery.
event were given by several of the
Skowhegan and Waterville reached
Day decorations were featured in Gordon Reed. Tlie service was car- trons' and Pas' Patrons' N.ght at stressed the duty of the generalThomas Dickens, a
student at members. Tlie affair
was very
new peaks ol development in De
the buffet lunch, the centerpiece ried out very effectively and showed Orace Chapter Wednesday night, public in carrying outa peace pro-■ :bc University of Maine, is spendcarefully and secretively planned
being a bowl of yellow jonquils. the capabilities of the young people. Past matrons and past patrons of gram
cember. Mr. Robinscn said. The
a C. McLoon of Rockland iag a wcet s vacation at the home
and successfully carried out.
Other gvests invited were Mrs.
total number of telephones in the
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Rowell Grace Chapter will fill the chairs was avisiting Rotarian.of
parents. Dr. and Mrs. W. L.
Mrs. E. R. Noyes and family arc
George Phillips of Rockland. Mrs. went to Orono Friday and on their -cr ‘his occasion.
Bangor district is approximately
Troop 206. Boy Scouts held a ■ □ickens. Chestnut street,
at Hull's Cove for a visit, called by
Ronald Messer, Mrs. Karl Stetson. return were accompanied by their
48,400. These represent 3 9 percent
Mrs. A.vah Brackett, cf Men- Court of Honor Wednesday at the
The Ladies Aid Society of tlie serious illness of her father.
Mrs. Wanen Feyler, Mrs. Bowdoin daughter. Miss Olive Rowell. Miss' hf«an « visiting frlends itl towr‘ town offices.
of the total of l.200,000 telephones
the Monument Square Methodist
Grafton, Mrs. David Darts of Au Iva Henry, and Miss Mara Frost, *or a
Among those from Harbor Light John T. Robinson, President New. served by the New England Tele
dais.
| Arthur Dexter, son of Mr. and
Church will meet in the vestry next Chapter OE.S. who attended Past
Eng. TeL A Tel. Co.
burn. Mrs. Carleton Simmons of all coming heme to spend a week s Haney-Beattie
phone and Telegraph Company,
Mrs. Robert A Dexter, entertained
Friendship, Mrs. Kenneth Mitchell vacation from their studies at U. of , Mi&s Lawa Beattie of Uiis town, i a group of young friends at his Wednesday alternoon at 2 o'clock Matrons' and Patrons’ Night Mon
with 16 telephones Ior every 100
Mrs. Donald Whitney, Mrs. Perle? M Miss Frost was the overnight and George Harvey of Rockland, borne on Elm street Priday after- at which time the annual election day at Forget-Me-Not Chapter, nounced last week. Expenditures population. Approximately 65.000,Jones. Mrs Oeorge Davis, Mrs gucsl of
Rowell proCeeding wert married Sunday morning n noon ln honor of hls eighth birth- of officers will be held and reports South Thomaston were Mrs. Nellie fcr the entire Company tor 1940 000 calls a year are handled In the
of the years work will be given. ^Ig^pies, Mrs Louise Holbrook. Mrs.
district, with a total of 592 em
Weston Young. Mrs. J. Russell | by bus Saturday l0 her home in Rcckland. Tlie double-ring cere- dav
day The guests Dresen
presentt were DonDon
are estimated at $22,500,000. he
Davis, Mrs. Charlotte Hawes of Elliot.
ployees. Of these, 40 men and
mony was performed at the Rock- ! ajd cookson. William Foxwell. the evening there will be a birthday Orra Burns. Mrs. Albertha Larson,
Mr and Mrs A L Wolf passed Iland MeUwdUt Parsona«e by Rev Rotx,rt
Herbert Garey. I pa^’ *“ the Vestry
7,30 ®clpck Mrs. Cora Upham and Miss Marion said.
Union. Mrs. Marie Gardiner of
women handle commercial trans
Mr and Mrs A_ L. Wolf^p^d Ouy
fUter and
| under the auspices <rf the Ladle. Upham.
Speaking before a group of su- actions with customers, 229 are en
Camden, Miss Letitia Creighton
Guy Wilson. The
the weekend in Boston, returning
.
_
., Aid Society. An interesting proand Miss Rebecca Robertson
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Palm Robert Manning. „
The Johnson Society will meet pervisory telephone people from the gaged in construction and malnRobert Rowe and
. . .
.7 ..
home yesterday.
gram is being prepared under the Wednesday night at thc home of Telephone Company's Bangor dis- tenance of the telephone plant, and
er Pease cf Rockland, were their
The Baptist Junior choir is con
Stuart Dexter
direction of Mrs. Forest Magee J,
"3",'.^' '
Miss Maxir.e Pratt returned to cnly attendants.
ducting "Thrift Sale" Tuesday from
Mrs C M Spruce spent Thursday
wUl
^ss Marion Weidman
trict, which extends from Rock- 323 persons actually handle the
her
home
at
Tenants
Harbor
SunMrs. Harvey is the daughter of ' tn Thomaston as guest of her coui calls.
l to 5 o'clock in the vestry. There
Carolyn Hopklns # Jtudent
Tlie
Thursday
night
prayer
sen
;an(
j oardiner and Skowhegan to
Gilbert Beattie and the late
The Telephone Company's fleet
will be used clothing and shoes for ' day alter passing a week as guesat Colby College, is passing her ice of the Methodist Chttrcli will the Canadian border, he said that
jof her cousins. Barbara and Mr Beattie. She was graduated sin. Mrs. W A. Long.
sale.
cf motor cars in the Bangor dis
be held this week at the home of
Mrs
Hubert Pettapiece and vacatlcn >t
home Qf hw
from Thomaston High 8chool in
some of the most extensive con- trict comprises 21 passenger cars.
At thc Communion Service of i Glenice Carney.
daughters. June and Betty Lou. of entJ Mr and
Adin L Hop. Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey.
Rev. and Mrs. Donald F Perron if.36, and has since been employed
struction and replacement work 58 small trucks and 20 large trucks.
the Federated Church held Thurs
Mrs. Hattie Spear is ill at her the Telephone Company has under
j and sons. Duane and Bruce, went, in ihe Hastings Store ln Rockland | Ottawa. Canada, are visiting her ^ns
Speaking of the Company gen
day night, Mrs. LiLian Comery.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Ben- . A daughter was born Friday to home on Main street.
taken ln recent years has brought erally, Mr. Robinson said that al
Mrs. Margaret Stone, Mrs. Elizabeth today to Lcwell, Mass., to spend She lias been a popular member of
Mrs. Dorothy Crockett and
Mr and Mrs. Roger Young at the
| the Federated Choral Association nett. t Mrs. modern dial service throughout though
___ _
total revenues for 1939
Ingalls. Forrest Grafton, Lawrence several days with relatives.
Nellie
Staples
entertained
at
bridge |he grea[er p^t of Aroostook i reached an all-time high of $77,Mrs.
Maynard
Leach
entertained
Camden
Community
Hospital.
The W C. T. U., will hold its for several years.
Carroll and Franklin Comery were
her Sewing Club Wednesday afterc Alvin Jagels of Boston, Mass. Priday night at the home of the county.
251,142, higher operating expenses
received into the fellowship of the regular meeting at the heme of I Mr Haney is the son of Mr. and
noon
was
in town over the weekend to former. Guests were Mrs. Marion
During the coming year, the and increased taxes kept net earn
Miss Jessie Stewart Friday night.Mrs. Cleveland P Harvey of Rockchurch.
Miss Helen Hughes, a student at visit his mother, Mrs. Emily Jagels, Richards, Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs. Company plans to install equip ings down to a comparatively
Mrs. Luther Clark, Mrs. Truman The topic for discussion is to b? land, ar.d since leaving Rockland Marymount College. Tarrytown, who ls a patient at the Camden Elsie Hawkins, Mrs. Marion Ingra
ment for dial sendee at Port Pair- moderate figure. Total telephones
Sawyer. Miss Margaret Crandon “What I Like Best in the Union High Schcol has conducted a taxi N Y, is spending Uie Easter vaca- Community Hospital.
ham, Mrs. Leona Salisbury, Mrs.
Signal."
field. Limestone and New Sweden, in service at the end of 1939 were
business.
and Virgil Payson went to Union
Mias Dorothy Stoddard ts spend- Edith Buzzell, Miss Arlene Ingra which will mean that out of all 1.254.605, which is 10,514 below tlie
Mr and Mrs Stanley Macgowan
Immediately following the cere ticn at the home of her parents,
Thursday, the three women to at
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Hughes, mg a week in Hartford.---------Conn
, ham. Mrs. Alice Priest, Mrs. Hildred .the telephones ln northern Aroos- peak year-end development of 1931.
tend a meeting of the W. C. T. U., and son. Warren, spent the week mony the newlyweds left for a Washington street.
NDs. Marion Bassick is having Rld<‘r and Mi*> Helen Smai:- Pr:zc ' took, all but a few hundred will be
end
in
Portland,
guests
of
Mrs.
week
s
trip
of
unannounced
destina

Mr Robinson spoke at a lunch
and Mr. Payson to call on friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Morri- , a week's vacation frem her duties 1 for high score was won by Mrs. Car- operating on dial service. This eon meeting at the Bangor House,
Macgowan's parents, Mr. and Mrs tion. On their return they mil be
The trustees for the depositors of Henry O. Whitten, and on tlieir
roll and consolation went to Mrs. new service is replacing magneto He was introduced by Charles H..
at home at 116 Scuth Main street. son of Concord. N. H.. spent the at Achorn s Store,
the Thomaston National Bank have
Priest. Refreshments were served. service, which requires the use of'Bluer Bangor District Manager
weekend
visiting
his
mother.
Mrs.
I
Miss
Angelina
Taylor
and
Wilreturn were acccmpanied by Mr. Rockland.
declared a
dividend cn the
Tlie Fred A Norwood Woman's a hand crank to summon the
Fffie
Morrison,
and
sister.
Miss
liam
Taylor
Of
New
Haven,
Conn
.
Macgowan's mother. Mrs George
of tlie Telephone Company. Among
Regina Morrison.
| spent the weekend at "Hurricane Relief Corps observed its 53d anni
waived account payable at the bank
E. Macgowan. who will visit them a MISS MILLS ENGAGED
operator.
the telephone people from this
April 13.
Mrs. Agnes Knowlton of Pearl1 House." Chestnut street,
versary also past prcsidenU' night
few days.
During 1939, Mr Robinson said, community who attended the meet
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Stone Mills of
street is visiting friends in Med- 1 Miss Honey Dougherty, a stu- at iU meeting Friday with Mrs.
Eugene Closson. of Upton, Mass.
Mrs. Earl Woodcock, son Rich- Garden street. Cambridge, and
approximately 1800 telephones in ing were: F P. Colson, wire chief.
, dent at the University of Maine, is Effie Salisbury, Mrs. Cacilda Cain, Aroostook were placed on dial ser-1 and T. C. Stone, Manager.
passed the weekend with Mr. and ard. and daughter. Miss Marjorie. Thomaslcn announce the ertgage- ford. Mass.
Miss Bette Dixon of Thomaston passing the week with her parents, Mrs Emma Torrey and Mrs. Ellen
Mrs. H H. Newbert, returning Mon- went to Portland Saturday, the ment of thetr daughter, Miss MarBohndell, past presldenU. as honor
two former to visit Mt
W
tune Ellen Mtlls, to C Mason Ai- spent the weekend as guest of Mr. Mr and Mrs. Allie U. Dougherty
| Malden Cliff Rebekah Lodge guests. Program numbers included enjoy good health and retain an ac- as caffying on hls duties as Third
Mrs. Mabel Creighton, who is cock's parenU, Mr and Mrs. Carl drlch. Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. C. and Mrs. W A. Yates.
tive interest ln life.
Selectman of Uie town an office to
John Miller, who is a student at will observe Past Noble Grands ’ a histor>' of the Corps by Mrs. Cain;
spending the winter with her Emery, and Miss Marjorie to be Mason Aldrich of Providence. Miss
Erickson-Priest
which
he was recently elected.
daughter. Miss Katherine Creigh- the guest of her uncle and aunt Mills attended Miss Howe s school TufU Medkal Scho°1' U «I*ndin«
Charter Members night Wed- readln«s by
Salisbury. Emma
Miss Ruth Meribah Priest and
Mr and Mrs Er’ckaon liave fit----1
'
------------------------"
Supper
will
be
!
Torre
>
Hlen
Bohndell.
Nellie
Aiexthe
Easter
vacation
at
the
home
of
nesday
night
ton, in Brunswick, has been guest Mr and Mrs. Leon Auger, in South in Belmont. Edgewood Park Junior
ander, Capt. Emest Torrey; sing- Emil Roderick Erickson both of ,ed up an aPartment at the Priest
of Miss Margaret G. Ruggles sev- Portland. Tliey are to return to- College in Briarcliff. N. Y , and the his parents. Mr. and Mrs. P. W 'served at 6 30 Those not solicited
ing. "America" wiUi Capt. Torrey Rockport were married Priday at
wllerc they will reside,
■ please take sweet food.
eral days.
day
i Erskine School in Boston. A great- Miller.
accompanying on the violin and 3 p. m at the home of the officiat- . 30111 youn8 people are very popuSelectmen
yesterday
appointed
I
Today
is
Uie
last
showing
of
the
Miss Hilda George of Long Beach.
Gordon Corbett cf Wakefield, great-granddaughter of Oen. John
Mrs. Torrey at the piano
A 6 ing clergyman. Rev H I Holt, Com- ,arand *Te l*ceivin« congratulaLong Island, and her sister. Miss Mass., a student at Bates College. Stark of Concord, she made her A K Thorndike of Camden to be season's gayest comedy. "Too Manyo'clock
supper
was
served
from
mercial street.They were attend- '1 ons and be5t wtshes on
every
Alice Oeorge cf Brattleboro, Vt.. ar- . was the weekend guest of Miss debut ln the season of 1935-36. Mr. Bridgton s first town manager. ‘ Husbands" at the Comique Theatre
tables attractive with Easter deco- | cd by Mrs. Franklin G. Priest, sis- hand'
Thorndike,
a
civil
engineer
and
Jean
Arthur.
Fred
MacMurray
and
rived yesterday for a few days visit Olive Rowell at the home of her Aldrich graduated from Mcses
in town.
i parents, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Browu- School and Brown Univcr- Tufts college graduate, formerly was Melvyn Douglass are in the lead- ra,ions> Un>' chickens as favors and ter-in-law of the bride and May34 centerpiece, with car- nard Erickson. broUicr of the groom. J the united states branch OF
Muaic and Mowers
Rowell.
sity in Providence, where he was a Pittsfield town manager and an as- , ing roles. On Wednesday and Easter
THE LONDON A8BVRAXCF.
Mrs. Erickson is the daughter of
Easter sendees at thc Federated
Golden Rod Chapter O E S cf member of Alpha Delta Phi frater- wstant in the sta,e taxation ’’'"•eau. Thursday the feature is Barbara na“°ns als0 an added adornment
99 John HL, Nt» York. N. Y.
ASSETS. DOC 31. 1939
----"
'
---------•
—
The
Twentieth
Century
Club
met
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
E.
Priest.
She
Edward Manning, a student at Stanwyck and Fred MacMurray in
Church were held in a setting of Rockland has been invited to at- nity.
$13,000 00
the Bangor Theological Seminary, j "Remember the Night."
Priday afternoon at the home of was graduated from Rockport High
Easter lilies effectively arranged by
7.000.440 80
Mrs.
Nina
CarroU
with
12
members
,
School
in
1931
and
afterward
ati
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank,
723.797 20
Mrs. Marion Grafton and Mrs. Lura
is passing the vacation at the home
838 932 52
present. A book Teview "Horse and
Kempf-Walden
Libby. Among the lilies were sev- j
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Law
28.179 IS
75.138 00
the
secretarial
course.
She
served
j
AU
other
Assets,
eral in memory of loved ones. These ,
Announcement has been received Buggy Doctor" was given by Mrs
rence Manning. Sea street.
were given by Mrs. Charles Knight.-, j
Gross Assets.
89.275.185 87
Miss Hester Brown spent thc of the wedding of Martha E. Walden Effie Veazie. Mrs. Edith Buzzell for a time as secretary at the High
•DR. EHRLICH’S MAGIC BULLET”
6M.922 02
and Mrs. Harry Slader, in memory ,
weekend at her homc ln Vinalhaven. of this town and Walter E. Kempf will be hostess at tills week's meet School and for the past few years j,twn* not
Admitted,
88.848.283 64
of Uicir father and mother, by Mr
At the Megunticook Grange card of New York City and Cincinnati. ing when the annual business ses- lias been asinciated with her father
LIABIUTTHB. DBC 31, 1908
Mrs Kempf is the manager of Kl0*1 wUI bc h<1ld and officers elected. in carrying on his dairy business.
and Mrs. Forrest Grafton in mem
| party Saturday night, the flrst
Net Unpaid Loaam.
8873.872 41
Rev.
N.
F.
Atwood
officiated
Sat

Mr. Erickson is the son of Claus Unearned Premiums,
ory of Ward Grafton, by John
3.349,438 20
| prize went to Percy Keller, the sec Four Maples. Mr. Kempf Is widely
All
other
Liabilities,
293.985 72
Egerton in memory of Mrs. Oeorge
ond prize to Mrs. Lettie Bagley and known in musical circles, being a urday afternoon at thc Memorial O. and the late Winnie 'Brown) Deposit Capital.
400.000 00
Surplus
over
aJl
Liabilities,
3.928.199
31
Egerton and Mrs. John Ruggles, by
the consolation to Mrs. Edith Mills, j sraduate of The College of Music. service held at Searsport in connec Erickson, and is a graduate of Rocktion
with
the
100th
anniversary
of
P°
rt
High,
class
of
1929
Hc
atMrs. Carrie Morse in memory of
Total Liabilities and
Next Saturday night’s party will Cincinnati. He is a protege of MaSurplus,
88.618.283 64
the founding of the Searsport tended University of Maine for two
Elmus Mcrse, and by Miss Anna Dil
oe the flrst in a series of four card I d«n>c Gerster Gardinc.
Edward W. Berry A Co . Agents
Methodist
Church.
Mrs.
Atwood
>'
cars
and
since
that
time
has
been
3I-T-37
lingham in memory- of Mr. and Mrs.
parties which will bc held each Sat- I Mr. Kempf is a graduate nurse of
and
Miss
Marion
Weidman
also
atemployed
as
gardener
at
the
Grib|
E. L. Dillingham and Oeorge Dil
urday night at the Grange hall.
j the Oocd Samaritan and City
tended the service and the banquet' h®1 summer home on Beauchamp
AMERICAN CENTRAL
lingham. Many of the Lilies were
Mrs. Laura M. Marks, 89. widow Hospitals of Cincinnati,
INSURANCE COMPANY
which
followed.
On
Sunday
night
R°*nt.
He
will
now
be
associated
taken to shutins following thc
Saint Louis, Mlaaour*
The marriage took place March 5
of John H. Marks, died Sunday at
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1939
Easter services.
a
large
delegation
from
herc
at

with
Mr.
Priest
in
business,
as
well
her home, 11 Sea street. She was in St. Petersburg, Fla.
Stocks and Bonds.
86.863,752 31
tended the presentation of the Can
For the morning service the sub
341.160 46
Cash tn Office and Bank.
Agents' Balances,
418.793 17
tata "The Uncrowned King" which
junior and junior choirs sang beau
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
Bills
Receivable.
48.359 50
of Hartford. Conn.
tifully the Easter carol "How He
was given by the combined choirs
Intereit and Rents,
45.009 94
rt
th»
„
ASSETS, DEC 31, 1939
136.072
01
All
other
Assets,
Rose," and "O, the Golden Glow
ci the Rockport and Searsport r«»i Estate,
8391.057 41
87.850.647
39
Oross
Assets,
ing Morning.” For tlie evening the
5 083 768 49
Churclies as tlie final service on the 1 •Slork" ,nd Bonds,
fContlnued from Page One)
$303; manual tra n'ns course and anniversary program
Cash In Office and Bank,
563 133 99
1,120.954 33 Deduct Items not admitted.
Epworth League was in charge cf
Agents' Balances.
348.201 99
to $200; fees of tax collector and supplies. J620; bonctea lndebtedne>a;, Their Golden IVedding
Interest and Rents.
Admitted.
87.287.513 40
13.846 38
the service. This was a worship
All other Assets.
9,792 39
$3,000; mt’rest charges, $863 7'’.;
other officers. $900.
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1939
service conducted by Gordon Reed.
More than fifty friends of Mr. and
8176.727 00
Unpaid
Losses.
Town expense, including $519.78 Memorial Day, $50; Public Library,
Gro-s Assets,
620 99 ' Net
„
----- J
Eleanor Oregory read the Scripture
2.309X39 79
Mrs. A. T. Carroll availed them Deduct Items not admitted.86.967
419.498 13 Y,rfea^ecl ;Lre
insurance
on
school
buildings.
$2.-!
$700;
Cemetery.
?5u0;
repairs
to
144X16 72
All other Liabilities.
and recited a poem, "Jesus Christ—
selves of the opportunity to call at
1 000 000 00
Admitted,
86.548.122 86 Caah Capital.
719.78;
premium
on
surety
bonds.
Watts
Block,
$300;
rtreet
light
r,n
Surplus over all LlabUltles, 3.656.729 89
and We.'' Jean Crie announced
their home on Saturday to extend
LIABILITIES, DBC. 31, 1929
for officers. $150; police protection. West Main street between Fred Fcr- congratulations on their golden Net Unpaid
hymns and told a story entitled "I
Losses,
897.865 00
Total Liabilities and
$659; lighting streets, $12582.03; hy- j nald's drive and Mrs. Saraii Foster s.
Premiums,
1.857.650 59
Surplus.
87.287.51J 40
Have No Other Plan."
wedding anniversary which they Unearned
All other Liabilities.
153 850 00
Edward W Berry 4 Co.. Agents
drant
rental,
$2900;
maintenance
,
$18.
Cash
Capital.
34-T-40
1
000000
OO
A quartet, consisting of Misses
werc celebrating by keeping open
Work Relief projects having been house from 3 io 6 and 8 to 10 p. m. Burplus over all Liabilities, 3.428.957 27
Fire Department, $1880 of which
Alice Tuttle, Mildred Rich, Lizzie
Total Liabilities and
$200 will be used to buy helmets; sanctioned, a committee was ap Many who were unable to call re
AGRICULTURAL
Tuttle and Mildred Leach, sang
Surplus.
$6,548,122 86
INSURANCE COMPANY
payment on fire engine, $1,000; pointed to work with the selectmen membered them ln various other
Edward W. Berry & Co.. Agents.
"Above the Hills of Time," and a '
.
Watertown, N. Y.
31-T-37
ASSETS. DBC 21, 1939
playlet. tEaster Peace" oontain;dj “The Story of Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Pasteur, Dr. Ehrlich sought con- trimming trees, $100; Nurse Assn, relative to the type of projects au ways, either by telephone calls, tele
Real Estate.
8353434 88
the cast, Miss Lucy Adams, Miss Bullet", a film constructed along! stantly to establish an ever closer $1,400; support of poor, $5,000; aid thorized. In this group will be: grams, letters, or gifts of money,
Mortgage Loans.
843.038 36
BOSTON CASUALTY COMPANY
Fred
Burnham,
George
Gillchrest,
to
dependent
children.
$2,000;
aid
Collateral Loans,
20.786 36
------------ —--------------------------- - ! the same lines as "The Story of relationship between medicine and
52 Province St., Boston. Mass.
flowers and useful and beautiful
Stocks and Bonds.
11.906.985 90
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1939
Louis Pasteur", comes to the Strand (chemistry. He named and sought to blind, $200; 50 cords of wood for i Fred Fernald, Bowdoin Grafton, articles Thc wedding cake, which
Cash In Office and Bank,
1 198.957 99
Bonds, (Amortized Value),
8151.174 05 Agents' Balances.
1,001,995 57
Theatre.
1 that recurrent dream of every sin- poor, $300; purchase of wood lot,, Edwin F. Lynch, Arthur J. Elliot, was of unusual beauty and topped Cash
in Office and Bank.
25,220 50 Bills Receivable.
4.752 23
Agents'
Balances.
349
99
"Louis Pasteur' of course paid cere microbe hunter, a "magic bul- $300; Work Relief Projects, $1,800; land Dr. E. R. Biggers.
Interest
and
Rents,
51,138 37
by a bride and groom beneath a Bills Receivable.
56
1.937
AU
other
Assets,
32.814
31
tribute to Dr. Pasteur eminent let" which would kill microbes, jusl roads and bridges, $2,500; tarring J In the matter of disposal of the wedding bell, wtrs made by Mrs. Interest and Rents.
1 268 07
All
other
Assets.
815.412.603
97
roads,
$1,000;
winter
and
spring
J
Mary
J.
Watts
residence,
the
com4.700
00
Gross
Assets,
French scientist. "Dr. Ehrlich's as a cartridge from-a rifle will kill
Hcward A. Carroll of Augusta. Re
Deduct Items not admitted.
381.734 29
Withcut CalMDcl—And You’ll Jump Out ol
roads,
$2000.
'
mlttee
reported
that
extensive
adOross
Assets.
$184,650
Magic
Bullet"
is
an
entertaining
and
!
big
game.
For
Dr.
Ehrlich,
this
17
freshments were served with Mrs.
Bed in the Morning Rarin’ to Go
6.363 37
Admitted.
815.030.869 68
Repalr Green House Hill road, I vertising, written and verbal, was Nina Carroll and Mrs. Marion Rich Deduct Items not admitted.
dramatic picturization of the life dream came true, to the infinitely
The Hver should pour out two pints of
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1939
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this
Admitted.
80
8178.286
$500;
cutting
tushes.
$600;
mainj
in
progress
and
requested
a
year's
and
work
in
the
medical
field
of
Dr
'
great
benefit
of
all
mankind.
ards presiding over the punch bowl
8836.447 92
bile is not flowing freely, your food may
1 Net Unpaid Losses.
LIABILITIES. DEC 31I. 1939
5.757.113 40
Unearned Premiums,
not digest. It may just decay in the bowels.
Paul Ehrlich, winner of the Nobel I Edward G. Robinson has his tenance thud class roads. $130; extension for further efforts to sell and Mrs. Howard Carroll. Mrs. Net Unpaid Losses.
430.257 36
828 139 95 ! All other Liabilities,
Gas bloats up your stomach. You get consti
9.466 56 Cash Capital.
[ greatest role as Dr. Ehrlich and is State highways, $520; State Aid this property. It was granted.
3000.000 OO
pated. You feel sour, aunk and the world Prize for his scientific discoveries.
Marie Bisbee, Mrs. Elsie Munsey Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
8.858 66 Surplus over all Liabilities. 5,007.051 00
looks punk.
Adjournment was made in mid- and Mrs. Beatrice Richards serving Cash Capital.
It so happens that Ehrlich was a i said to give a performance equal road construction, $1593, sidewalks
It takes those good, old Carter*! IJttle
100,000 00
Liver Pills to get these two pints of bile
Surplus over all Liabilities,
31.821 63
Total Llablllttea and
$1,000;
removing
snow,
$750;
ekafternoon
after an amicable session sandwiches and assorted cakes.
friend
and
disciple
of
Pasteur,
and
to
those
which
Paul
Muni
gave
in
flowing freely to make you feel “up and
Surplus.
815.030.869 68
up* Amating In making bile flow freely.
Total
7.1ahl1ltlec
an.l
rnrrled nn some of Ihe work thal J "Tho Story of Txmls Pasteur” and tn mentnry nnd secondary schools, j devoted to constructive public pro?Prank A Wheeler
The day *na a happy one for Mr
A4 f..i (‘arter'• l.lttle l.tvei Pills by n&ni<*.
$17R£M KO
Surplus,
425 Malli Ht.
$17,280; repairs scliool buildings, I ress along conservative tlDOD.
af*4
^lubboridr tefuit* MU) tblug else.
the French scientist stui'led 4,ike "Etulk Zolft".--ftUV.
imi'I Mrs, Curnjli, Ml) of wh'.wu
n-T-fl
34-T-SI
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ROCKPORT

TO SPEND MORE THAN MILLION

n

Telephone Company To Extend Its Dial
System—Waldoboro Reached New Peak

The Baptist Church at Tenants Harbor. Rev. Newell J. Smith, pastor.
—Photo bv Dow.
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THE GAVEL IS PUT ASIDE

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE—
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Every-Other-Day

Aid Must Continue

The Easter Music

®SQCl ETY

This And That
Local Churches Were
Well Favored With
Their Easter Programs

Herbert Hoover Bespeaks
Help For Finland—Local
Red Cross Yam Fund

This writer attended the First
ls Low
Baptist
Church Easter morning
Miss Daphne Winslow motored
Mr. and Mrs. Jchn Robishaw of
With reference to the effort of
where the regular music was aug
Portland and Harry Robishaw of frem Fryeburg, Saturday, to spend
Kncx County Chapter, American
mented
by
a
number
more
of
fine
Boston were weekend guests of Mr. the Easter recess at her home on
Red Cross,, to raise a yarn fund in
voices in the choir, led by Mrs.
Broadway. She was accompanied
and Mrs. Raymond Robishaw.
order to supply stricken Finland
Elsa
Constantine,
the
organist.
By
K.
S.
P.
by Miss Elsie Lane of Rockport, both
with sweaters and warm clothing,
They sang the Easter music to the
Samuel Small is spending the being members of tlie faculty at
Herbert Hoover, chairman of Fin
| glory of the Lord in excellent man
Fryeburg Academy.
week in New York.
There are so many different nish Relief, urges the necessity for
ner. and with Mrs. Ruth Sanborn
kinds of postage stamps now that continued aid.
| at the piano and Miss Bertha Luce
Mr. and Mrs. W. H, Oxton of East
Thomas Shaw of Old County road
a story is told of a man who pasted
Mr. Hoover said:
of Thcmaston as violinist they made
is in a Portland hospital receiving Braintree, Mass., are guests of Mr.
a chewing gum wrapper on an out
“The terms imposed on Finland
music indeed worthy to inspire
and Mrs. William Gregory, Center
medical treatment.
going letter and received a reply mark another sad day for civiliza
hearts
to
nobler
purpose
and
rever

street.
frem the addressee: “Ycur special tion. Tlie Finns havc made a
ent praise. Miss Luce in her solo
Mrs. L. E. McRae entertained the
delivery letter was forwarded by heroic defense that will live for all
work went far beyond the music of
Corner Club met Friday afternoon
Universalist Church group Fiiday
air mail."
time. But the odds were lnsuperthe usual player. Slie Is an accom
afternoon. Mrs. John H. McLoon with Mrs. Mida Packard, honors at
* ‘
‘
able.
plished and brilliant artist of high
was presented with a birthday cake. bridge going to Mrs Beulah Lar“I" said a man, "was once buy„Tbe pjnnish Relief Fund must
attainment and with Mrs. Sanborn's ing a second-hand car from a gar- cont,lnue for tlie present to meet
------I rabee.
superb accompaniment they would j age owner. Of course he praised J
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter!
------civilian emergencies for which
be an honor to any audience used to it up pretty high. As 1 was a nov- Jt was created There will be thouleave today for a month's motor trip i Mrs. Carl Holt and two daughters
classics and the best in music.
to California, and will visit Mexico of Portsmouth, R I, and Mrs. Ella
ice, I took the car for a little dem-|fands more Finnish refugees from
This very talented pair of musi onstration ride by myself and I
and Canada before their return.; Flynn of Brookline, Mass, are passRussian-acquired territory for
cians had given numbers at thc took it to another gararge. second- j wbcm nfw homes must be found,
They will be accompanied by Cor- ing the week at the home of Mr.
Inne Berry of Boston.
1 and Mrs. James Doherty, Columbia
State Prison at Thomastcn earlier hand place, and said, “How much J ,.,pbe hemes destroyed by air at
in the Easter morning where the will you give me for my car? He tack
_____
| avenue.
every town and city must
Rev.
Mr. J. Charles MacDonald had pointed out all the shortcomings
Mrs. Edward Gray has returned ;
------j^huilt. There are many destipreached to these who dwell in this of the car and I then knew how j (U^e to bc carried over until cmto Warren after being at the liome
William Ellingwood Jr. came frem
confinement.
of Mrs. Orace Rollins for several Boston for a weekend visit with his
much to pay". Oood work in some j payment can bc resumed.
The music throughout the city places, but Rockland does not have
parents. Dr. and Mrs. William El
weeks.
"I hope that tlie fund will con
was of the highest character as is those kind of dealers.
lingwood. Tlieir son Richard, who
tinue to receive thc united support
is always the case at Easter time
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S Prescctt is attending Norwich University, is
of the American people as lt lias
ln Rockland. This means many
of Pleasant street are on a vacation spending the Easter vacation here.
Hint—Scorched woolen cloth. If' jn the past."
hours r f deep study and preparation the turn ls not too deep can usual- j fhe Red Crass Yarn Fund ls far
trip to Florida. They were joined
The above group is to appear in a semi private piano recital al the home of its teacher, Mrs. Howard Hol
Mr and Mrs. John Creighton of lins, 3 Pearl street. Camden. Fridav evening at 7.30. Invitations may be secured bv telephoning 2526. Front ln all the churches. And the music ly be renewed by rubbing the spot sliort of Its goal and seriously ln
ih Boston by their son, Stanley .a
student at the Bryant and Stratton Ashburnham, Mass., are passing the row, left to right: Richard Shaw. Cedric Joyce, Jackie Williams. I>aiid Crockett, 3d. Back row: Jean Smith, clubs of Rockland, with excellent with glycerine and allowing it to need of contributions.
Busiess College, who went with Eastcr recess with Mr. Creighton's Priscilla Eddy, Betty Kelley, Betty Stetson, Eleanor Brown. Allan Robbins of Rockport, another pupil, is not instruction are responsible for much stand several hours. Then wash
of this devoted mus'eal apprecia
them.
parents in Thomaston and Mr. and in thc picture.
off with warm water.
GREGORY-BROWN
tion in our city all through Holy
Mrs. Edward J. Hellier in this city.
Miss Florence I. Brown, formerly
snapdragons
were
used
Jn
the
Mrs Martha Alley returned Sun
Week
The elephant as the symbol of of Lynn, Mass, daughter of David
'
leunge.
Luring
the
afternoon
tlie
Dr and Mrs. Edwin L. Scarlott
Leaders cf churches and choirs the Republican party was originated Br(jwn cf A,)Wand. N. „. and gtan.
day from Jonesport.
' minuet was danced by members of gave evidence of devout thought of
entertained 20 guests Sunday night
by Thomas Nast in a cartoon pub ley D Oregory of Kittery formerly
, thc Ft. Western Society C A R.
Miss Gwendolyn MacDonald was in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F.
its significance and those who were lished in 1874.
of Rcckland. son of Mrs. Nina
At 630 a reception was held in privileged to follow the different
home from Bridgton to spend Senter, who are leaving for a trip
..
.
Gregory of Olen Cove, were married
the small reception of the Augusta religious concerts are loud in praise
Easter
to California. The group attended
Scientists liave discovered gar- „
.
,,
,
,
,
.
Saturday
night at the parsonage of
House.
Mrs.
Leroy
Hussey
intro

of their arresting power and uplift gantuan rats three feet long and
a cinema in the evening.
»______ '
,
the
Central
Congregational Church,
duced the guests to the distin in a world of chaotic war menace.
Mr and Mrs. Jchn Creighton of
kangaroos that climb trees ln
Lynn, Mass, by Rev. Oarfleld Mor
guished guests and State officers in The programs cf the different
Ashburnham. Mass., spent the Eas
Mrs. John H. McLoon was tend
Dutch New Guiana. One ls glad
gan. the single ring ceremony being
line. Mrs. Lewis O Barrows and churches were given in tlie Satur
ter recess at thc home cf Mr and ered a surprise party Saturdaythey are that far away.
u-ed Bridal attendants were Miss
Mrs. Frederick Payne were among day issue of this newspaper and all
night (Sy the members of the j
Mrs. Edward F Hellier.
• • • •
the guests in the receiving line. This the churches were well attended.
Supper Club at her home on
That great and brilliant planet Dorothy Collyer, Lynn Mass , and
The annual State Conference of Officer. Mrs Ezra A Freeman, reception was followd by a banquet
Miss Louise Veazie. operated upon Beech street. Several joke presents
K S. F
Jupiter rotates faster than any Raymond Hadley of Salem. Mass.
at Knox Hospital a convalescing were the
of much mcrriment the_ Maine Society Daughters of Lewiston
, I The bride was dressed informally
that was enjoyed by over 200 guests.
other planet, the length of its day
in blue print dress with grey and
her Parents, Mayor an(j a decorated cake was a feature the American Revolution was held . An old fashioned chum decorated The tables were decorated with
A very kind hearted lady who is being less than 10 hours.
and Mrs. E. R. Veazie.
red straw hat and corsage of white
1 at the tabic.
at Augusta last week The key in red, white and blue proved to white candles in silver holders, many- known for her good works, was not
Reader,
at
the
library:
"I
am
roses. Mss Collyer was dressed in
being
valuable
heirlooms,
and
note of the Conference—American i be a receptacle which lield tlie
daunted by the heavy storm of last
The names of James N. East, a
Charles Bicknell of Manchester,
Youth—was scunded at the pro I names cf the 79 Good Citizenship spring flowers. Mrs Hussey again week. She took a truck and went looking for a book I think tt is a blue and grey print dress with
junior at Colby College and son of N H vWted hls former Rockland
gram given on Tuesday evening for Pilgrimage candidates. Mrs. Wil preved her ability as toastmaster. into the country with a load of food called Wlio Is your Principal?' but red hat and corsage of red roses.
Mr. and Mrs. James N. East. 24 Ma- home over
weekcnd.
the enjoyment of those members liam H. Pouch was invited to draw Tl-.e main feature of the program and household helps to a family I do not remember wlio wrote It. ’ j A reception was held at the
pie street, Rockland, and Isabel Cox i
_____
Librarian: "I wonder tf you might home of the bride’s brother, David
who had gathered early at the ; the names. The first was tiiat of was the address by Mrs. Pouch and In need that they might havc the
Abbott, a senior, and daughter of I. j Mr. and Mrs. Cassius M. Davis
State Capitcl. The entertainment ' Miss Olga Mittlebachert of Litch- the showing cf films of Australia Easter cheer and gladness that was be wanting 'Hoosier Schoolmast Brown at 2 Hancock street, Lynn,
0. Abbott, Union, appeared cn the <Marguerite Stott) of Erie, Penn , j
Mass.
er' ?
was furnished by a Junior Ameri ' field Academy, sponsored by the and New Zealand wliich were taken
in thc world.
dean's list of honor students for anncunce the engagement of their>
Miss Brcwn graduated from Lynn
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pouch
cn
a
recent
guess
that
is
the
one.
the first semester.
j daughter, Elizabeth, to Wilson B can Citizen Club of Augusta, who Richmond Chapter. The two al- trip.
Classical H:gh School and Perry
Thank you a million".
staged a regular meeting of thelr i temates were: Miss Ruth Wallace
Dr. and Mrs. B. E. Flanders and • 1/
------Keene, son of the late Wilson B
Kindergarten School of Boston and
, One of the cutstanding Commit
• • • •
Optometrists of the Rcckland Keene and Mrs Keene of Montclair. Club. A musical pageant “Story i of William High Schcol, Oakland tees Is the Junior American Citi the doctor's mother. Mrs. Flizabeth
Tlie estimated wealth of New Eng conducted a prli^te kindergarten
and
Music
of
Other
Lands."
writZone of the Maine Association of w j and Rcck’and
and Mis.-, Joan Hammond of Ed- zen Committee. These groups may Flanders arrived home Satuida.v land has bern called about J25.COO.- in Lynn for several years. Tlie
ten by Mias Caroline Chase of AuHigh gcheoi Auburn
Optometrists will meet in Dr. Brad____ _
be formed in the schools or as from a month s stay in Florida.
000 003 and has remained almost groom attended High Schcol at
| The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday gufta and directed by M!ss LauraBeautifying the highways, res
ford Burgess' offices, Thursday
Warren, and Wentworth Institute
neighborhood
clubs.
They
teach
constant since 1900.
etting at 7.30 with Dr. Burgess in at 2.30 with Misses Ada Young and Carpenter, organizing president of cuing wUd'flowers wh<re ncw high.
• • • •
in Boston and for several years was
the children to conduct meetings, ; Mrs Jchn Mills was hostess to
charge.Alena Young. North Main street 1tbe
Western Society CAR, of
ways are (jejng built, transplanting
Monday Niters with these prize
Did you know that at one time proprietor of a picture and framing
J This will be a membership meeting Au8U5'-a. whose members dressed in trpes observing Futg, Arbor. Mem- , pi epare programs but first cf all to winners: Mrs. O. B Brcwn, Mrs
part of thc United States was known shop ln this ctty, and is now emMrs. Frank Fitzgerald entertained and guest day. Mrs. Minnie Cross, ! costume, represented the various ' orial Days, Lincoln anc. Washing- j be geed American citizens There
are now in 'Maine 263 Clubs with a | Fcrest Hatcli, Mrs. Arthur Bowley, as New Connecticut? It was the ployed as machinist at the Ports
at a Farm Bureau card party Sat Mrs. Nellie Magune, Miss Ada countricsI ton Birthdays, feeding and caring
mouth Navy Yard.
j total membership of 7929, six times Mias Ruth Hatch and consolation. Western Reserve of Ohio.
urday night at her home on West Young are tlie committee. The
Wednesday morning Mrs. Leroy for birds and mnj othCT activities
Mrs. Austin Huntley. The door
Mr and Mrs. Oregon’ will reside
Meadow road, honors in bridge go playlet 'What I Want to Know” Husscy extended greetings to the j wprp reportcd by Mrs Allon B as many Clubs and six times as
prize was awarded to Mrs. Bowley. I heard wlien but a little child,
at 71 Government street, Kittery,
many members as last year.
ing to Clarence Wyllie, Maurice presented by Miss Mabel Seavey at 350 mcmbcrs Greetings were also Car,
My brother sing this song:
Maine.
1
It was voted that Mrs Fred C.
Hahn. Mrs. Kencnth 8pear, Mrs. the last meeting will be repeated by brought by Oov.
°°v Barrows for the |
S'udent Loan Fund
an Morgan, retiring State Regent be
Mr. and Mrs. Alwin French wer "Around ihe rough and rugged
Edward Baxter, Donald Farrand request. Membership dues for 1940 State of Maine. Mayor Frederick other committee that does much
rocks
by the State as a candi- dinner gests Sunday at the home of
and Mrs. Hugo Eckman. The prize are now due and those unpaid may G. Payne fcr the city of Augusta for ycung people by leaning sums endorsed
date for vlpp
Mr and Mrs. Harry Regers in The ragged racs?l ran."
in 83 was won by Hugo Eckman.
and
others.
The
State
vice-regent,
of money to them to help defray
be given to thc treasurer at this
Tiiat picture filled iny childish
Mrs. Jahn T. Mathews of Bel
Congress in April. South Waldobcro.
Miss Margaret McIlroy of Lewis their college expenses. .. .......„ ... .the Continental
Knox
chap(er
meeting.
During
the
j
Lady
K
ncx
chapter
heart
mont, Mass., was tendered a surprise
The Methebesec Club will meet
ton gave the response
past year loams amounting to 1587 ,
by U)p
MabfUc
B F Collamore of Cedar street With fear and great commotion,
)>arty on lier birthday, March 19
tn the Tower room at Community |
Besides thc reports cf State of have been made from this State
Mrs. Rose Freeman of Oranitc
ls celebrating hls 8f>tb b.rthday an How dread hit that such beast which was a large suocezs in every
F
Rc.se,
Tenant's
Harbor;
Vice
ReBuUding Friday afternoon at 2.30, |
street is recovering from pneumonia. ficers a beautiful and impressive fund Thc total of funds in the
rtiould live
wav, due to thc happy thought, and
: gent, Mrs. MaUde Blodgett; treas niversary today.
and is the meeting postponed from
! Memorial service honoring tiie 44 . D.
A R throughout the United
— ...
On land or lake or ocean.
planning of her Waltham friend.-,.
urer
Mrs
Katharyn
St.
Clair;
Mrs
March 22. The topic will be “CurMrs. Roxie Hall announces thc , D.A.R. members who havCgpassed gtates for thc
of J]lp yolmg
Mr and Mrs. Henry II Randall A clear resolve came in my lit art' About 8 o'clock Mrs. Mathews an
Anne F. Snow. Mrs Alice Karl, all
rent Conditions in France." There engagement of her daughter. Miss away during the past year was ]x.cpie la?t year was $400000
j of Rockland and Miss Marion Weid of Portland were guests Mcnday That never would I wander
swered the rir? cf her dtorbell to
will be a short subject by Miss Caro- Myrtle Hall to Eino Hill, son of Mr. held.
As the necrology was listed Lady Kncx Chapter nas two
of Mrs. Grace Britt.
Alone on land or sea or on the see congregated on the porch and
man
of
Rockport
line Stanley, and papers by Mrs. and Mrs. Matti Hill of St. George by the State Chaplain. Mrs. Charles statp chairmen. Mrs Anne Snow
briny ocean
boardwalk, many of ner friends
Mabelle F Rose, Regent
Josephine Rice and Mrs. Gaynell MUs- Hall is a member of Thc Cop- Lawry, thc Chapter regents placed ! Chalrman of thP Kncx Memorial
Rcckland was well represented Fcr fear this very dreadful beast
irom Cambridge, Belmont and WalI
Mrs.
Rose's
report
as
regent
Wilson.
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, per Kettle staff.
at the services at the Thomaston
, white carnations in a large basket and Mrs. Mary Perry Rich. Chalrtiiam. As she opened thc door, alie
appear in Thursday's issue.— Baptist Church Eastcr Sunday. Should take me for his portion.
Mrs. Oayncll Wilson. Miss Ellen
«
------' cf green, receiving the flowers1| man for National Deicnsc Tlirough | will
Ed j
was greeted wtth a Jolly chorus of
Cochran. Miss Mabel Spring. Miss
Miss Dorothy Breen, of Concord, from the white clad pages on either ' patriotic
Education
Among those who participated^in
• • • •
~
Both of these
'Happy Birthday To You."
Annie Frost and Miss Relief Nichols N. H. was weekend guest of her side of tbe basket. The regents rrporU....................
the services was Dudley Harvey,
There is a strong disposition to
are always reoeived with
It seemed as If half of Tenant's
APPLECIATED TIIE PROGRAM
mother. She was accompanied by' stood in line on each side while1
will be hostesses.
who played “Inflainmatus" from ward organic union In thc Pro
enthusiasm.
Mrs. Snow nrged
Hatbor were there Mrs. Mathews
A feminine voice over the tele Rossini s "Stabat Mater," as a trum
Miss Nellie Bullock of Concord.
Taps was sounded by Forrest Smith again tiiat Chapters continue their
testant Episcopal Church and the was presented with a large flower
phone yesterday dictated tlie fol pet solo. Mrs. Grace Strout was ac
of Hallowell, trumpeter.
Presbyterian Church in the U 8 A ing hydrangea and three birthday
contributions
and
to
stress
annual
Sonia Merle, daughter of Mr.
Tlie following officers were elect i memberships. Mrs Rich's splendid lowing:
companist.
Wednesday-Thursday
Tlie thorough exploration has cakes made by Mias Cora Murdougli
"As I tuned In on my radio the
and Mrs. C. F. Dobbins (Pat Tib- ed for a two year term: State Re
been rarried out locking to thal
report emphasizing National De- j
afterroon of March 17 lt was with
bets of Augusta) celebrated her gent. Miss Margaret Mcllrcy of
Miss Florence Kaler is absent end with tlie idea that tlie divided and Mrs. Roy Clark.
, fense has already been published
Many old fashioned games were
pleasure I listened to the broadcast from her duties at Leighton's Jewel
third birthday at the home of her Lewiston: StGtp Vice-regent, Mrs.
church can no* heal Ihe sickness played giving heaps of fun and
In the State Scrap Book contest
.__ _ .
.
,
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Austin nruiur
Arthur uosune
Ocslinp vtaiamcr,
Oardiner’ orate
State »t
,
t.ie Camden
schcol band, orclicsry store, due to illness.
that« v.has OTtcnded
over tile past
„ ..
.
of a divided world.
laughter, after whloli. being sum
tia and glee club. Tlie band wa.s
, Tibbetts, Cedar street, by entertain Chaplain, Miss Marmeta A.^)leby.
....
two years first prize was awarded
u
moned
to tlie dining room by the
‘
wrlJ balanced and the music so ROBERT W. SPRAGUE
ing 12 young friends. Thc dining Lisbon Falls; State Recording Sec
In Eng'and most all candies are
thc Fiances Dighton Williams
,,
beautiful chimes, the birthday cakes
the trumpet duct
room was very attractive with pink, retary, Mrs. Edwin S. Cox, Port Chapter. Banger; second, Kouss, -1 smoothly played;
Robert W. Eprague, well known known as sweets, but fudge is al
,
, .
T .
were cut, and served, a iong with a
.
‘
'
,
J was a pleasing feature, the boys along the waterfront as a steve ways called candy.
yellow and white crepe paper. land: State Corresponding Secre noc, Augusta
and third, Colomai'
, ,,
variety of sandwiches and coffee.
„
....
playing
with
feeling
and
under•
•
•
•
Easter chicks, eggs, rose buds, and tary, Mrs. Herbeit Poster, Win- Daughters, Farmington. Mrs. Marv ;
dore. and for some years as watch
u
At a late hour the guests di part
_ ,
,
_
" , ..
' I standing of both instrument and man for the Eastern Steamship Speaking of queer laws that havt
tiny bluebirds. Refreshments con- , throp;
State
Treasurer. Mrs. 1 Sylvester,
Press Relations Chair,
ed
for home, with the mcon and
.
,
»
music.
They
are
pupils
of
Frank
been
brought
into
the
limelight
Lines, Inc., died Saturday, after an
sisted of two lovely cakes, cookies ,, Marion Stanley, Rumford; Stale man announced that The Courier-:
,
illness of several weeks. The de recently, North Dakota lias one that stars shining ln all thelr glory, after
L. Boston, Kennc- Gazette was one of _two
_____
__
—
Young
<
>w
'
s
Head.
The
singmg
and ice cream. Sonia's guests were j Registrar, Mi’s. I. L
papers tiiat
a very stormy day. The guests in
Al.'reda Perry. Benjamin Perry, bunk; State Historian. Mrs. H. P. had publislied the entire addrers of the Glee Club with its splendid ceased was a native of Cam;iobello, is qua.nt at least: “It is illegal to
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Peter Smith,
voices
showed
the
hard
work
whicli
but
most
of
his
life
had
been
spent
sleep
in
a
hotel
restaurant,
kitchen
EDW. G.
Marion Mank. Joan. Mank. Betty Blodgett, Rockland; State Librarian. of the President General given at1
Waltham; Miss Cora Murdougli,
is being done by the pupils and di in this city.
or dining room "
Leach, "Bobby" Leach. Donna Syl-.
Earl W. Cronk. Richmond; tlie fall meeting.
Waltham,; Mrs Mary Alley, Wal
• • • •
rector.
May
we
have
more
of
such
He
is
survived
by
his
wife.
Etta
vester, Austin Sylvester, Marie State Custodian, Mrs. Fred R
The year 1940 marks the 50th
tham and Willardham, Maine; Mrs,
Tattooing
is
an
ancient
custom
Siprague; two sons, James E. Sprague
Lewis. Richard Britto. Celia Crie Ames, Gardiner; State Finance ' anniversary of the founding of the j fine pregrams in the future."
joins fhe screen’s immorf*^ with
and was fashionable among women Henry Kendall, Belmont; Mr. and
and
Robert
W.
Spragut,
both
ol
his brilliant portrayal
and the mothers. Sonia received
i D.A.R , and many Oelden Jubilee
Miss Ruth E. Gregory of Port Rockland; a daughter. Mrs. Doris of Egypt and Babylonia 5000 years Mr5 Byron Boyles, Cambridge; Mr.
lovely gifts and money. Those un
projects are under way both in the
and Mrs. Alfred Dunnell, Belmont;
Kent
is spending a ten aays' vaca M. Allen of Vinalhaven; flve grand ago.
able to attend werc Barbara White- j
National and State Societies. The
• • • •
Warren Clark, Waltham; Mrs. Roy
children,
James
E.,
Jr„
Mildred
and
tion
at
her
home
on
Center
street.
hill Donna Mae Dobbins of Dan- i
i one sponsored by Maine is the 1
G K A P H I C S
"I know how to solve thc unem Clark. Waltham, Mass.; Mr. and
Elmer Sprague, and Mary Etta Love,
forth. Judith Young of Fairfield, 1
and publishing of a list!
Mrs. George Gee, Belmont.
of Rockland, and Emily Edith and ployment problem."
OMiOl.it ! collecting
Daniel Hart of Union and James
of all Revolutionary Soldiers graves
'You
do?
Many
great
men
havc
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Barter of Som
Oscar Clarence Allen of Vinal
Tibbetts of Hallowell.
that have been located and marked
worked on it and failed. How erville, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hart of
THEAIRt
haven.
' in the State. The State Historian, i
ROCKUVND. ME.
Wayland, and Rcy Clark of Wal
Services werc held at the Burpee would you do It?"
NOW! Alt This Week!
J Mrs. Ethal Houston of Brewer has
"I would place all men on one tham werc unable to be present.
Y
’
ou
are,
no
doubt,
aware
of
the
Funeral
Home
yesterday,
Rev.
J
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
I had charge of thts work and had
Mi’s. Roy H. Clark,
tremendous amount of publicity Charles MacDonald officiating In continent and all wemen on an
j the completed booklet containing which Vitamin B-l is receiving. terment was in Sea View cemetery. other, and everybody would be busy
1940’s First Great Love Affa'r
(Belle Clark)
ADDED
We are now prepared to furnish
j 1425 names ready for sale at this
in no time.”
BARBARA STANWYCK
you
with
this
chemical
in
the
conference.
"What would everybody bc busy
ISN'T IT THE TRUTH?
FRED MacMURRAY
form of Burpee's Vitamin B-l, a
At 4.15 tlie meeting adjourned
| For The Courier-Oazette |
doing I would like to know?"
sensational new plant activator,
NOW PLAYING
“Remember the Night”
ar.d all members repaired to the
The world Is one big trosted cake.
In tablet form. Simply dissolve a
"Why, bout building, of course."
trees lor d-corations
MORNING t MATINEE
"VIRGINIA CITY”
• • • •
1 Blaine Mansion where they had
tablet in a gallon of water and With
WED.
NITE,
CASH
NITE,
S335
The sky Is glorllled tn ml t.
ARE CONTINUOUS
with
the solution is' ready for use,
And all the earth's In a birthday tryst
Garlic was the most popular and
been
invited
to
a
reception
and
tea
tint r»«»rv»UI COME
ERROL FLYNN
For our sweet edification
watering plants once a week.
ANTTIME FROM 10
I by the Governor and Mrs. Barrows.
Oh who would loo-e the sparkling Joy one might say the most potent gar
A.M. TO 2.05 R.M. AND
That comes when sleigh bells Jingle
den product in Ancient Babylonia.
The
beautiful
Mansion
was
festive
TABLETS,
35c
And horses prance—or used to prance
SEE COMPLETE SHOW
Use a few drops of
* • • •
When we werc young and blngle
with bouquets of spring flowers. Tea
Va-tro-nol. It’D a
And swains would come with Joyous
Five
poets'
pictures
on
stamps.
52
EVENINGS 417 30 P M. RESERVED SEATS 51 10
was served in the State dining room
a .
wonderful help in
call
Thelr dancing siceds would champ and New England has three of the five
preventing colds
and the lounge. Orchid snapdrag
wiggle
from developing.
—Longfellow. Whittier and Lowell.
Then oil we'd go o'er miles of snow
“Too Many Husbands” I ons and Easter lilies formed the
fn those happy iln,v-. of lonif ago
There is still hope for the Oen
centerpiece
in
thc
tlining
rnom
■hom Mat. 2.M. ftr. lm. b.m
O C K L
K a F
Knox stamp.
rnntlnnom Naturita; 5.00 to tl.M
while white daffodils and bronze
Rockland.
ttuntla|. Matinee 1 o'rlw>
37-38

AMERICAN YOT THE KEYNOTE
Over 350 Members of D. A. R. Attended
State Conference At Augusta—
Program Highlights

"Yes. 1

Half Of St. George

K. 3. F.

ROBINSON

C

(MARCH OF TIME)
"CRISIS ON THE PACIFIC”

H. H. Crie & Co.

GONE WITH
TBE WIND

MIRIAM HOPKINS

LAST DAY
| Biggest Comedy Hit of the Year |
Jean Arthur, Fred MacMurray.
Melvyn Douglas

K

A

BEFORE A COW
GETS A REAL
START

H. H. Crie & Co.
HARDWARE
SEEDS SPORTING GOODS
ROCKIAND, MF.

▼ BG»R»C

Vatro-wol

Every-Other-Day
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OUR
GRANGE CORNER
AAAA
x-\ x"x

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed

here.
Limerock Valley Pomona met re- '
cently with St George Grange All
officers were present. The after
ncon pregram was furnished by the
Pomona lecturer and consisted of:
Song by the Grange; greeting by
P. M James Riley; response byHarold Nash; roll call of Irish
stories by the host Grange.
County Agent Ralph Wentworth
gave a helpful and interesting talk
on "Agricultural Opportunities for
1940" Other numbers were: Vocal
solo, "I ll Take You Home Again,
Kathleen” by Myron Young; pa
per "Legend of St. Patrick," Esther
Dunham; song by Orange
At the evening session the fifth
degree was conferred on four can
didates.
The evening program was pre
sented by the lecturer of the host
Grange, consisting of song by the
Grange: skit, "It Won’t Be Long
Now;" vocal duet; skit, "Rocking
Chair Blues;’’ vocal solo, James
Riley: skit "The Fisherman and the
Sranger;" closing song by Grange.
Pomona meets April 13 with
Pleasant Valley Grange at Reck- 1
land
LWR
• * • •
Raymond Danforth of Union ts
entering upon hls fourth year as I
ma ter of Seven Tree Grange. As
Wednesday was his birthday, a sur
prise party was held at the Grange
hall with 58 in attendance. Mr
Danforth was Invited to pass the
evening with friends but instead
they arrived at the hall where a de
lightful time was spent with games
and puzzles. Cake and ice cream
were served. Walter Ayer, in be
half of the Grange, presented to Mr.
Danforth a sum of money to be used
Xor tlie purchase of whatever he de
sired most.
• • • •
Members and friends of Wessa
weskeag Grange, South Thcmaston
listened to a fine educational lec
ture Wednesday on "Alcohol, what
it is and what it does." by Mrs Clara
Emery, president of Rockland
Branch W£ T.U.
Mrs. Emery explained the effect
alcohol has upon the user and also
the effect It will have upon his
children if he uses alcohol even be
fore they are born
Nxt Wednesday. South Thomas
ton Night will’ be observed. The
program will consist of: Singing.
"Where the Wessaweskeags Flow
ing" by the Grange; original poem.
"A Notable Historical Incident,"
Mrs F. A. Ripley; selection by har
monica Band; lecture, "Early His
tory of South Thomaston" by F L.
S Morse; reading, original poem,
"Wlien I Go To Orange." by Cecil
Elwell; prize quiz on South Thom
aston facts.
May 10 has been decided upon as
the date of the Hobby Show which
this Grange is planning. Mem
bers in good standing in any of the
Granges in Limerock Valley Po
mona are invited to exhibit hobbies
A prize of $5 will be given for the
most interesting Hobby. A supper
and tlie three-act comedy "Kain
Sister" is also a part of the Hobby
Show.

| honor, integrity und democracy,
"Most ol tiie Finniuli people
and that Ls why Finland so valiant- around the Viipuri area had already
ly and nobly fought when die was
evacuated long ago. but some
„ 1150,00 were given the choice by the
Innocently attacked and aggressed • pinnWi govcrnment to cho06e> M
1 uP°n’
| to their new master, whether they
•'A liberty loving person's thoughts
wanted to stay under Russian rule
are for the doing of the right and or ccme into Finland, and everyone
, honorable thing at all times, and of them chose Finnish rule for they
that is why we hate to see tlie in knew that they would be happier
Finland's Tokoi stated “that no one nocent and weaker person attacked there than under Russian rule."
By Frank W Bjorklund
as was Finland in the present situ
“The Finnish government has
Editor's Note: This highly inter- would have had the courage to be
ation." stated Tokoi.
promiser th.i evacuees that they
| est ing report of a speech in West lieve that Poland with a population
Does Russia represent a true and
Pans by the men who held next ten times as great as that of Fin perfect Utopia? asked Tokoi, and if would make a place for them ln
1 highest office in all Finland when land, some 35 million, would have she does, Russia could at least have Finland and rehabilitate them into
! that "northernmost civilized nation been vanquished, as it was, within asked of Finland "Do you want to a new environment, and the gov
! in Europe" became a republic in the three weeks. "What chance did change to our type of govern ernment will keep that promise, but
j 1919. only to be forced out of the Finland have under the same cir ment?" rather than wilfully aggress of course, this will all take a little
I country in the Red uprising the year cumstances?-" he asked. "At least into a peaceful and law abiding time to get it adjusted. The gov
J following, was written by a young everyone believed that her chances democracy where the people truly ernment has never let the people
down as yet"
' Finnish lawyer of Norway. Present were very slim. Finland shewed the rule.'
"There ls still plenty of good till
in tlie capacity of master of cere world that she could fight and did
Russia had no right to try to in
monies at the meeting where For for she had a cause, and a noble one flict onto the Finns a standard of able country in Finland where all
the evacuees can be placed, and they
mer Premier Tokoi spoke, entire in to fight for."
living and a civilization which is
will be provided with a new start tn
i the Finnish language. Attorney
"Finland would have been able I a great deal lower than that cf thlife "
Bjorklund took notes on the speech to stop every bit of Russian aggres Finns, he held.
"All the Finns In America have a
i and rewrote it in its present form sion at all times had she had
"Finland has advanced ln the job to do, namely, to continue their
as an exclusive news report for the enough of planes, pursuit and bom eyes of the world more in the last
efforts ln helping Finland tlirough
Lewiston Journal.
ber types to ccmbat the constant ten years as a ‘true democracy' than
Finnish Relief work. Do not get
Oskar Tokoi, Finland's first prime attacks ot the Russian planes, which any other country ln the world, so
discouiaged. Finland needs your
minister under its new constitution sq unmercifully pounded Finland 1 why should the Finns elect to take
help new more than ever
Let
and republic, exhorting fellow na In Its various parts. Present day on a civilization of less standard
I us keep our heads cool and our
tionals at a meeting in West Paris, warfare is fought in the air and than their cwn?" Tokoi asked his
hearts warm for the Finns have not
Saturday night, to continue their not so much on land." said Tokoi. audience
been wiped out nor anywhere near
work for Finnish relief, stated
"If the America's had seen fit
’’Tlie two factions composing the 1n "
Finland’s war will never be really to send even 500 pursuit and bom majority party in the Finnish Diet
About 200 Finns of Oxford Counover "until she regains tliat prop ber planes Into Finland as soon as <Parliament, the social democratic,^ turntd QUt ((> he#r
prUne
erty which has now been wrongfully the war started Russia's victory party and farmer-labor party are
minister. Music for the entertain
taken from her by her aggressing would not be hers today," he added ar all times responsible to the peo
ment was furnished by the West
neighbor."
"The imperialistic pursuits of ple cntrolling 141 votes and the
Paris high school orchestra under
"Let us keep our heads cool and Stalin and hls desire to do away clear unity of spirit in Finland and
the direction of Mrs. Shaw.
our hearts warm for the Finns have with a country which represented a Its people has been manifested in
Sumner Sewall of Bath, gubernanot been wiped out nor anywhere true democracy and which country the vote taken by the Diet within
t torial candidate also spoke
He
near it" lie asserted to the applaud was showing tlie world how to live the last few days.
referred to hls experiences in the
ing approval of a hall filled with and govern its people in peace, was
"Other statements by Finland's last World War. and what an apparFinnish people who have long the sole reason why Stalin ag first prime minister were:
l ent sacrifice the Finns had made in
j formed a colony in this Oxford gressed into Finland, and why FlnFinland carries its flag high and the present treaty. He stated, how
’ county town.
lan was attacked," stated Tokoi.
has a right to carry its head higli ever, "Finland represents a true
“I have been told that we have
"Russia aggressed even while ne even under the present conditions democracy where the people have a
enemies within cur own ranks and gotiations were gclng on and did not which to some look somewhat dis
voice in their government concernwho gloat at Russia's apparent suc give the Fums a chance to com- couraging. Finland's national cour
ing all matters related to it, such as
cess." Tokoi continued, "but their plete a proposed treaty, which Rus- age and faitli in the future is bet
taxation and roads Every Finn has
ccnscience bothers them and shows sta lias been trying to effect,” Tokoi ter today than ever before in its
a right to be proud of his heritage
them that tliey are wrong and thetr asserted claiming a cablegram sent national history for theirs Ls unity
and his ancestry and every drop ol
"Thr lone Star State Buys" Mnoshupitik. The lomrdian of the troupe. Squeeiie. and hk $1000 accordion. hearts underneath the surface beat, to the ambassador from Finland in ot thought and spirit, namely tc Finnish blood in him."
Fee-Wee, Ihe little buckaroo. Slats, and hk bull llddle. and Oklahoma Blaekie and his mockin' bird fiddle, for their native land Just as much | Russia on last November 23 in , make Finland a better place to live
who will appear with the big George and Dixie Radio and stage Show at the Rockland ( omniunily Building. as ours do ’
, which he was authorized to yield to in."
Tuesday, April 2, with two shows, matinee at 4 p. m. for ihe school children, and the evening show at 8 p. m.—ad.
The biggest victory that the the Russian treaty proposed at the
"As long as this unity of thought GEORGES RIVER RD.
A devotional meeting will be held
Finns might have ever achieved is time was never delivered.
and spirit continues nothing in the
Giant water lilies furnish land
the fact that "we have found a com"Simultaneously the Russian bom- world can overcome the Finnish in the Finnish Church Thursday
ing places for birds, which walk mon cause to work for among us bers attacked Finland without people. The education and culture evening at 7 o'clock. Sunday serv
THE LYRIC MUSE
about the huge six-foot leaves and all, to make Finland a bigger and warning nor giving her any oppor- of our country which is older to- ice will be In Long Cove at the
Be^ng Observed In First
•I better nation as a result of its pres- tunity to get prepared." he stated, i day than any other European coun- Schoolhouse at 2 p. m.
rid them of insects.
National Radio Series
| ent adversity ’’
.
j "Under these circumstances it j try is another reason why Finland
Subscribe to Tht Courier-Oazette
This Week
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette.
Comparing Poland s plight with was Finland's duty to protect her cannot bc overcome."

Headers /„ George & Dixie

'

Says Former Premier In Talk At West
Paris Reported For Lewiston Journal

Fifth Anniversary

$

"First National Food News" the
popular daily womens radio feature

presented by The First National
Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
Stores over stations of The Yankee
of Original Composition
Network threurhout New England
By Subscribers
will observe its iifth birthday on
the airwaves with a special series
MEANING OF HOME
(Por The Courler-Gazettel
of radio programs throughout the
week of March 25 and culminating Home m-ana so many, many things—
To some a place where they flnd rest;
in a gala birthday broadcast Sat A refuge from misfortune's Ftlngs.
And from Dame Fate's Ironic Jest
urday at 11 a. m.
To some It's Just a place to eat
Representing the State of Maine And sleep; to grab s bite and run;
They Und elsewhere all that Is sweet
today, "Maine Day’, will be Mrs. In wild excitement, thrills, and fun
Ella B Carter in charge of the To m? lt la a place wherein
share our lot with those we love.
Pythian Sisters of South Portland. We
Where hopes and cares commingle In
Mrs. Carter will be introduced on A faith that looks to God above
A place wherein contentment dwells
the airwaves by Imogene Wolcott. From cellar unto highest rafter—
happiness and cheer that wells
Director of the Homemakers Service And
From springs of Joyous, bubbling
Department of the First National laughter
Stores and emcee of the popular I Where father sits In hls armchair
1 With pipe ashtray and evening papers.
radio series.
1 While mo-her sews or. patchwirk near
on the flo >r a kitten capers
Vocal highlight of the "Maine , And
Where Friendship's lamp sheds stead
fast beam
Day ' program will be selections by
Thro all the change of adverse chince.
John Metcalf. Yankee Network And wesry hcat-'s can rest and dream
I Within it's warmth and rad.ance
staff baritone.
Nellie M Ervlne
Maine listeners will hear the | Tenants Harbor
birthday programs via WLBZ and
It It It It
BOYHOOD MEMORIES
This interesting program was pre WCSH
(Por The Courier-Oazette|
sented at Penobscot View Grange
I'd like to be a boy again
Thursday night: Several musical se
Down on the dear old farm.
lections, by Arthur Crockett; vocal
With my dear old dad ond mother
To
shield me from all harm
Hartford, Conn., March 25
selections, Ernest Munro; readings.
To roam the Held., and pastures
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
As*t did when but a boy.
Henry Payson, Mrs. Cunningham
carefree and happy—
About 50 years ago when shin- 1 8oWhat
and Elizabeth Sukeforth; talk, by
then was life but Joy?
George Cunningham; comic sketch, building and repairing at the South- I'd like to be a boy again
end in Rockland was flourishing a Just to sit astride
Warren Barrows.
Old Dobbin's back ln summer time
Henry Payson was installed as number of ship carpenters were em And to the river ride
from Tenants Harbor. They Where he would "stamp" hls foot
member of the executive committee ployed
........
.
..
To splash the water high.
by the lecturer. Refreshments were all boarded at the same boarding | Then drink his nil and linger
house and for one whole week had The cooling water by
served after the program.
I'd like to be a boy again
A jolly afternoon was recently flsh hash for supper. A new man The maple tree to tap
To
watch the brimming palls
was
employed
from
the
Harbor
and
spent when the Grange sewing circle . .
,,
i •
j
i That held the sweetest sap
of North Haven met at the home of his fellow carpenters explained the | To taste the mM>le ,yrup
mother used to malke
Mrs. Meribah Crockett the day pre situation to him. He said, I’ll fix | A My
nectar lit for God. to sup
vious to the hostess' birthday. She that; so when thej- sat down for When served on hot pancake.
v.-as recipient of a large birthday supper one of the men said our new And so I think of ttmes agone
That never can return
cake The entertainment consisted member always asks a blessing be Of childhood Joys and pleasures
cause my heart to yearn
of advertising pictures and playing fore eating. And this is what he ToThai
be a carefree boy again
said;
Dawn on the dear old farm.
games. There were 18 present and
"Good Lord of Love, way up Along with dad and mother
refreshments were served The Circle
To shield me from all harm.
met yesterday at the home of Mrs. above, look down on us poor crit
Clara Overlock
ters; give us some meat that we may Washington.
Alice Sampson Friday
It It NN
A program of interest was carried eat. and take away this flsh and
NOT ALONE
out at the meeting of the Grange pertaters."
(For The Courler-Gazettel
And his name was Joshua.
March 16. Commissioner Frank
I am not lonely
Reminiscence.
Washburn of Augusta was- the guest
When I am alone
236 Sisson Ave., Hartford, Conn.
speaker, his topic "Old and New
With a cat and dog
And a telephone
Farm Implements." He presented
No mice eat the crumbs
On the kitchen floor.
many illustrated pictures. Another
No tramp comes knocking
special feature was the birthday
At the kitchen door
The dog and cat are
recognition.given the chaplain, Mrs.
Helping me,
Meribah Crockett. A program had
And the telephone ls
Raady you aee
been arranged Including music and
Whenever I need it
Close at hand
songs by Bonnie Quinn Mrs Crock
Oh. we three are
Need More Than “Just Salve”
ett received two birthday cakes to
A happy band
To Relieve DISTRESS!
Delora E Morrill
gether with many happy wishes oi
Rockport.
To quickly relieve chest cold misery and
the day. The cakes were made by muscular aches and pains due to colds—
NNNN
Mrs. Julia Beverage and Mrs. it takes MORE than “just a salve”—you
WELL PLEASED
need a warming, soothing “counterLloyd Crockett.
[For The Courier-Oazette |
irritant’’like good old reliable M usterole

Another Joshua

ACHING CHEST
COLDS

» • » «

Sko.

—used by millions for over 30 years.

Musterole penetrates the outer layers
A committee meeting from Wey
of the skin and helps break up local con
mouth Grange of Thomas’on was gestion and pain. 3 strengths: Regular,
hildren.........................
’s (mild) and.....
Extra Strong, 40(.
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. chat
Horace Vose Wednesday night to
make plans for a minstrel show to
be held at a later date. On the
committee were Mrs. Estelle Newbert, Mrs. Etta Bnner. Mrs. Nellie
Orff and Mrs. Nettie Robinson.
Bettor Than A Mustard Platter I

In whom I am well pleased." Ood said
Of Hls Beloved Son,
Hls Son baptized ln Jordan's stream.
Transfigured perlect One.
Such sacrifices we may make
That we may please Him too
As we do good and share our wealth
In service faithful, true

As Ood was with Hls Son, the Christ
In all Hls earthly 111
So He will be with us. be pleased
If we shall do Hls will.
Allison M

Jamaica, Vt.

Watts

WEST COAST GIRLS play a lot of polo. Attractive Peggy

She likes

McManus of Santa Barbara is shown above about to mount.

Camels.” Peggy adds: "Camels are milder, cooler, and more fra

{at right),

grant. By burning more slowly, Camels give me extra smokes.

Peggy in "Western style” costume enjoys a Camel cigarette.

Penny for penny, Camels are certainly the best cigarette buy!”

She often breaks and trains her own horses. Above

fast

horses but

slow-burning cigarettes—"that means

Peggy Says Speed’s Swell in a Horse
... but the cigarette for her

is slower-hurfting Camels

cook*655

wttU>HtS

because that means

ORTH—South—East—West—people like a ciga

N

rette that burns slowly, the same as Peggy

McManus does. Fast burning cuts down on your ciga
rette pleasure. Slow burning promotes real smoking
enjoyment. In recent tests, no cigarette beat Camels

or even equalled Camels for slow burning. Camels are

extra mild, extra cool, with full, rich flavor. Penny for

In recent laboratory tests, CAMELS
burned 25% slower than the average

of the 15 other of the largest-selling
brands tested — slower than any of

them. That means, on the average, a
smoking plus equal to

penny your best cigarette buy. Try a slow-burning ciga-

rette...a mellow cigarette made from matchlessly blended
costlier tobaccos... try a Camel cigarette, and get—

MORE PLEASURE PER PUFF

...MORE PUFFS PER PACK!

Camels ■

5

EXTRA SMOKES

PER PACK!

Copyright. 1940. It. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, WlnstonRakm, North Carolina

cigarette of
fong-f?aming CostlierTolaccos

